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Advancements in technology have allowed for the utilization of previously unattainable natural 
gas resources. Hydraulic fracturing (HF) is a process used in the extraction of underground 
resources to increase oil, natural gas, and water production rates when these resources are located 
in rock formations with a naturally low permeability. Horizontal fracturing, often referred to as 
high volume fracturing, is the preferred method for removing natural gas from shale facies. After 
the fracturing event is complete, injection water returns to the surface as HF wastewater (HFWW). 
In the beginning of the flowback period, this wastewater is thought to be more representative of 
the injection water and is referred to as flowback water. As the flowback period continues, this 
water is more influenced by the shale facies and are referred to as produced water. The United 
States produces 870 billion gallons of produced water annually. Produced water is comprised of a 
geogenic portion, consisting of compounds native to the geologic formation, and additives, which 
contain chemicals used to stimulate the fracturing formation and aid in production. Recently there 
has been an increased push from industry, the scientific community, and the public, suggesting 
produced water from oil and gas (O&G) operations could potentially represent a new water source 
for areas with water scarcity problems, such as Colorado. Although alternative uses for this water 
could greatly benefit communities, careful consideration of the chemical composition must be 
given before reuse or treatment.  
The objective of this dissertation was to characterize HFWW throughout the fracturing process 
and their interaction in the environment in the event of a spill. Four research efforts were 
undertaken to evaluate this topic: identify new analytical methods needed for complete chemical 
characterization (Chapter 2), describe the temporal variability known chemical constituents of 
HFWW (Chapter 3), identify and describe the unknown chemical variation (Chapter 4), and 
simulate a HFWW surface spill in an agricultural soil under environmentally relevant conditions 
(Chapter 5). Chapter 2 focused exclusively on the organic fraction of this wastewater. It was found 
that many organic chemicals remain unidentified, and targeted approaches for organic chemical 
analysis alone will be insufficient for complete organic chemical characterization. This dissertation 
presents applications of under-utilized approaches that may serve as potential solutions to address 
the issues created by the complex matrices inherent to flowback and produced water. The temporal 
variation identified in Chapter 3 found the presence of numerous surfactant homologs, including 
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biocides, with the highest levels at the beginning of the flowback period. It was also discovered 
that three different stages exist in the flowback period: the flowback stage, the transition stage, and 
the produced water stage. The results from Chapter 4 found that numerous homologous series were 
present. The increase in homologous series during the transition stage corresponded with 
variability described in the principal component analysis of nontargeted high resolution mass 
spectrometry data. Finally, Chapter 5 demonstrated that no surfactants or their transformation 
products were found in leachate samples. Thus, in this environment, under these time constraints, 
these compounds are unlikely to travel far from the initial spill site. However, the leaching of trace 
metals due to salts was observed and could pose a threat to ground and surface waters. The results 
of this dissertation motivate further efforts for complete characterization of HFWW; these efforts 
may lead to significant improvements in HFWW treatment, potentially leading to the beneficial 
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The combination of advancements in horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing (HF) 
technology have made extraction of shale oil and gas economically possible. These reservoirs are 
often deposited in thin layers that cover vast areas and can be anywhere from 1,500-6,000 m 
underground [1]. HF is able to increase oil, natural gas, and water production rates when these 
resources are located in rock formations with a naturally low permeability [1]. Horizontal 
fracturing, often referred to as high volume fracturing, is the preferred method for removing natural 
gas from shale facies. The HF process usually occurs in stages, with one section or ‘stage’ being 
drilled and fractured.  Once complete, the section is plugged and the following section is drilled 
and fractured [2].  This process requires anywhere from 2 to 9 million gallons (3 to 77 million 
liters) of water [3], however, the amount of water needed can vary greatly between shale plays [2]. 
In Colorado, roughly 5 billion gallons of water are required annually for HF, with approximately 
89% coming from Weld and Garfield counties in the Denver-Julesburg (DJ) basin [4]. Meanwhile, 
100% of the wells within the DJ basin are located in an area of high or extreme water stress [4]. 
This puts intense pressure on a region that is already under pressure from agriculture and other 
industry demands. The water required for HF is commonly acquired from surface and groundwater 
sources, with a small amount coming from recycled water from oil and gas (O&G) activities in 
Northeast Colorado [4].  
After the final stage of the well is drilled, the plugs are removed and the water and O&G are 
allowed to return uphole [2]. This water is referred to as ‘flowback water,’ and is representative of 
the injection water [1,5,6]. Flowback water contains a higher concentration of the additives and 
chemicals used to stimulate the fracturing formation and aid in production. These flowback waters 
are governed by the type of fracture performed. There are three main types of fracturing designs: 
slick water, conventional or gel fracture, and hybrid fracture. Slick water fractures have a lower 
viscosity and rely on velocity to transfer the proppant. Gel fractures have a high viscosity and rely 
on viscosity to transport the proppant. A hybrid fracture is a combination of slick water and gel. 
As the flowback period continues, this water is more influenced by the shale facies and are referred 
to as ‘produced water’ [2,6,7]. This fraction of hydraulic fracturing wastewater (HFWW) is 
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controlled by the formation, which is sedimentary in origin and responsible for the petroleum 
hydrocarbon generation. In many cases, water was trapped within the pores of the rock at the time 
of burial [7]. During burial and hydrocarbon generation, numerous chemical reactions occur, due 
to source rock-water interactions, and change the chemistry of the produced water. The geogenic 
portion also contains various hydrocarbons, organic acids, alcohols, radionuclides, and metals [8]. 
The categorization of “flowback” and “produced water” is often subjective when studies or 
operators report data; this is because the transition between these fluids is poorly understood [2]. 
Equally as important, HFWW data are reported without a specific distinction, although the 
chemistry of this water is extremely different [9].  
Overall, Colorado produces over 16 billion gallons of HFWW annually [10], while the United 
States produces 870 billion gallons [11]. After this water reaches the surface, nearly 95.2-98% of 
produced water is re-injected to maintain formation pressure and increase the output of production 
wells or as a method for disposal [12]. Of the remaining fraction, only a small portion (< 5%) is 
reclaimed for beneficial use [12]. Due to water scarcity concerns, there has been increased push 
from industry, the scientific community, and the public suggesting HFWW might alleviate some 
of this stress [4,13–15]. Although alternative uses for these waters could greatly benefit 
communities, their complexity makes HFWW reuse difficult and costly to address.  
Many studies have worked to better characterize produced and flowback waters [14,16–21]. 
Until recently, gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC-MS) has been the most successful in 
characterizing these waters, putting to use existing large libraries of searchable spectra [11,22–24]. 
Liquid chromatography (LC) has been unable to build such libraries, partially due to the relative 
newness of this field compared to GC analysis and electron spray ionization’s (ESI) susceptibility 
to matrix effects, such as ion suppression, adducts, and dimerization [25,26]. Regardless, LC has 
been applied to produced water, and the use of tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) and stable 
isotope internal standards allow for highly sensitive and accurate measurements when available 
[27,28]. As LC becomes a more important tool for the analysis of nonvolatile and polar 
contaminants, there is a rush to complete these libraries. Currently, most LC screening methods 
require the use of analytical standards, in addition to isotopically labeled surrogate standards, and 
rely on retention times and transitions for positive identification. This approach is not only time 
intensive and costly, but exclusive to targeted compounds. In many environmental systems, such 
as HFWW, these types of standards are nonexistent. Instead, research has relied on high resolution 
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mass spectrometry (HRMS) fragmentation data to confirm compound identities, particularly with 
regards to unknowns. One of the first major identifications of an unknown compound class in 
produced water using LC-HRMS data relied on mass defect analysis [29–31]. This approach lead 
to the discovery of ethoxylated surfactants in produced water [31]. However, numerous 
compounds in HFWW are still unknown [5,32].  
Identifying these unknown components is important when considering reuse and assessing the 
effects HFWW have on the environment in the event of a spill. The impact HFWW spills have on 
the environment and the potential risks to water resources have been highly debated [9,137,202]. 
From 2015 to 2016, the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (COGCC) reported 543 
spills of flowback or produced water [204]. While identifying unknown components in these 
waters is crucial, the changing chemistry of HFWW throughout the flowback period poses 
additional unique problems. Unlike common industrial wastewater, O&G wastewater from HF and 
well production are temporally variable. Thus, understanding their temporal variability is 
fundamental before fulling considering their beneficial reuse and understand the potential for 
environment impacts.  
The objective of this dissertation was to characterize the chemical composition HFWW 
throughout the fracturing process and their interaction in the environment in the event of a spill. 
This was accomplished through four studies: identifying new analytical methods needed for 
complete chemical characterization (Chapter 2), describing the temporal variability of known 
chemical constituents of HFWW (Chapter 3), identifying and describing the unknown chemical 
variation (Chapter 4), and simulating a HFWW surface spill in agricultural soil under 
environmentally relevant conditions (Chapter 5). These objectives are further discussed in the 
following section.  
 
1.1 Objectives and Hypotheses  
 
This section summarizes the objectives for the four research efforts of this dissertation and the 
hypotheses tested to pursue these objectives. The first objective reviews emerging analytical 
methods for the characterization of HFWW, the following two objectives relate to characterizing 
flowback and produced water throughout the flowback period, and the fourth objective relates to 




1.1.1 Objective 1: Identify emerging analytical methods for the characterization and 
quantification of organic contaminants in flowback and produced water  
 
The first research objective was to review current trends and emerging technologies in 
analytical chemistry and their applicability to flowback and produced water. A great deal of studies 
characterizing HFWW rely on methods originally designed for surface and groundwater matrices 
[6–12]. However, HFWW can have salinities similar to or much greater than seawater [7]. Due to 
this, concerns have been raised over the suitability of these existing methods for the analysis of 
produced water with complex matrices [13,14]. Equally important, analytical methods have not 
been developed for many of the chemicals potentially present in HFWW; there are approved 
analytical methods for less than one quarter of the greater than 1500 chemicals identified as being 
associated with HF [15]. In this review, the most commonly applied analytical techniques used for 
the qualitative and quantitative analysis of HFWW are evaluated. The review focuses exclusively 
on the organic fraction of this wastewater and outlines common and under-utilized sample 
preparation and detection methods and the observed and predicted issues with each approach. 
Suggested steps are provided to mitigate some of these issues observed in these methods.  
 
1.1.2 Objective 2: Define the variability of geogenic and disclosed organic chemical 
composition throughout the flowback period. 
 
The second objective was to monitor the water chemistry of a hydraulically fractured site 
throughout the flowback period, and characterize the water returning uphole. To achieve this 
objective, the following hypothesis was tested:  
Hypothesis 1: Throughout the study period, changes in chemistry (i.e. concentration, 
abundance, etc.) will be observed where geogenic fractions of the water will increase and synthetic 
portions will decrease. However, synthetic portions of the fracture fluid will be detected 
throughout this period. This well ‘lifecycle’ will have implications on the reuse of these waters. 
In general, HFFWs were thought to transition through two stages, (1) the ‘flowback period’, 
where this  water is representative of the injection water and, (2) the ‘produce water period’ where 
the water is representative the O&G formation water. When this transition occurs is disputed and 
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the variability of HFWWs’ chemical composition over time is poorly understood and often 
contributes to it not being considered for beneficial reuse. Therefore, better understanding the 
temporal variability of HFWW will be fundamental to water treatment system design, potentially 
allowing these waters to serve as a supplement or an alternative to freshwater. This hypothesis was 
tested through implementation of HRMS through liquid chromatography quadropole time of flight 
mass spectrometry (LC-QToF-MS), GC-MS, small subunit (SSU) microbial community analysis, 
and traditional water quality analysis on water samples collected throughout the fracturing process. 
Samples were collected regularly from a single well in the DJ basin over a period of 87 days and 
analytes were selected based on their detection in previous research investigating HFWW 
composition. Principal component analysis (PCA) and hierarchical clustering analysis were used 
to determine the when the transition between flowback and produced water occurred.  
 
1.1.3 Objective 3: Application of nontarget analysis on HFWW using LC-HRMS data 
 
The third objective was to further characterize the unknown features observed in Objective 2. To 
achieve this objective, the following hypothesis was tested: 
Hypothesis 2: A homologous series screening and data reduction strategy will be successful in 
further describing the variability in the LC-HRMS unknown data, while simultaneously 
prioritizing unknown features for identification.  
Over 1500 unknown features were present in the organic fraction of the HFWW collected in 
Objective 2 [9]. However, identifying these features is extremely difficult, primarily due to the 
variety of synthetic additives, the use of unknown propriety chemicals, and the potential for 
chemical transformation. Nevertheless, identifying these compounds and describing the variability 
observed in these waters is required before this wastewater can be reused and its environmental 
impacts understood. This hypothesis was tested through implementation of a data prioritization 
method relying on homologous series identification. Samples from Objective 2 were screened for 
homologous series and these series were identified based on mass and retention time shifts using 
a predetermined set of elements. The HRMS data variability was then described using PCA and 






1.1.4 Objective 4: Simulate a HFWW spill into a soil 
 
The fourth objective was to evaluate if the synthetic chemical portion of HFWW may increase 
mobility of other dissolved HF additives and geogenic metals. To achieve this objective, the 
following hypothesis was tested: 
Hypothesis 3: The breakthrough of surfactants in soil columns will correlate with increased 
concentrations of selected metals.  
Surfactants may also increase colloid mobility by making the mineral surfaces more 
hydrophilic or increasing unsaturated water flow and facilitating solute transport [185]. This type 
of co-contaminant effect, in regards to HFWW, may have important environmental ramifications 
in the event of a spill and understanding the fate and transport of HFWW will be crucial when 
considering the effects a spill may have on groundwater and soil quality. This hypothesis was 
tested using bench scale columns. A spill of the HFWW onto a soil was simulated. Rain events 
were then simulated to promote leaching, and leachates were analyzed for organic and inorganic 
constituents. A t-test of nontarget HRMS data collected using LC-QToF-MS, was performed to 
determine if unknown constituents were breaking through columns. Finally, a Pearson correlation 
was then performed to identify relationships between observed variables.  
 
1.2 Dissertation Organization 
 
This dissertation is organized into six chapters. This chapter (Chapter 1) outlines the research 
hypotheses and approaches for the material in the main body of the dissertation. The next chapter 
(Chapter 2) provides a literature review of previous relevant studies and current analytical 
approaches. The closing chapter (Chapter 6) summarizes the conclusions drawn from the 
dissertation work, and recommends directions for future efforts. The main body of the dissertation 
(Chapters 3 - 5) describes the motivations, experimental approach, results, and conclusions from 
the three research efforts undertaken to address each of the three research objectives. These 
chapters are modified from manuscripts that have either been published, submitted for peer-
review, or are in the process of being prepared for submission. Relevant supporting information 
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for each of these chapters is provided in Appendices A - C. The following is a description of each 
of the chapters in the main body of the dissertation:  
 
 Chapter 2, “Emerging Analytical Methods for the Characterization and Quantification of 
Organic Contaminants in Flowback and Produced Water” by Karl Oetjen (primary 
researcher and author), Cloelle Danforth (Postdoctoral researcher at Environmental 
Defense Fund, provided insight in sample preparation methods), Molly McLaughlin 
(Graduate student at Colorado State University, provided insight in sample preparation and 
storage methods),  Marika Nell (Graduate student at Cornell University, provided insight 
on quantification challenges), Jens Blotevogel (Research Assistant Professor Colorado 
State University, provided insight in sample preparation and storage methods), Damian E. 
Helbling (Assistant Professor at Cornell University, provided insight on quantification 
challenges), Dan Mueller (Director of Natural Gas Exploration and Production at 
Environmental Defense Fund, provided insight in sample preparation methods), and 
Christopher P. Higgins (Associate Professor at the Colorado School of Mines, principal 
investigator and corresponding author), has been published in Trends in Environmental 
Analytical Chemistry [33]. This paper provides a review of the literature and current state 
of analytical methods to address Objective 1. Trends in Environmental Analytical 
Chemistry automatically grants copyright approval to all students to repurpose published 
manuscripts in their dissertations. Approval for republication of the manuscript was 
confirmed from all co-authors. 
 
 Chapter 3, “Temporal Characterization and Statistical Analysis of Flowback and Produced 
Waters and their Potential for Reuse” by Karl Oetjen (primary researcher and author), 
Kevin E. Chan (Masters student at Colorado School of Mines, provided assistance 
interpreting microbiology data), Kristoffer Gulmark (Graduate student at University of 
Copenhagen, provided assistance in hydrophobic analysis), Jan H. Christensen (Professor 
at University of Copenhagen, provided assistance in hydrophobic analysis), Jens 
Blotevogel (Research Assistant Professor Colorado State University, provided insight in 
temporal trends and sampling design), Thomas Borch (Professor Colorado State 
University, provided insight in temporal trends and sampling design), John R. Spear 
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(Professor at Colorado School of Mines, provided assistance interpreting microbiology 
data), Tzahi Y. Cath (Professor at Colorado School of Mines, provided insight into 
treatability of water), and Christopher P. Higgins (Associate Professor at the Colorado 
School of Mines, principal investigator and corresponding author), has been published in 
Science of the Total Environment [9]. This paper addresses Objective 2 and Hypothesis 1 
and provides detailed analysis of temporal chemical and microbial trends throughout the 
flowback period. Supporting information for this chapter is provided in Appendix A. 
Science of the Total Environment automatically grants copyright approval to all students 
to repurpose published manuscripts in their dissertations. Approval for republication of the 
manuscript was confirmed from all co-authors. 
 
 Chapter 4, “Nontarget Analysis of Flowback and Produced Waters using a Homologous 
Series Screening Approach” by Karl Oetjen (primary researcher and author), Christopher 
Ruybal (PhD student at Colorado School of Mines, provided assistance with coding), Jens 
Blotevogel (Research Assistant Professor Colorado State University, provided insight in 
temporal trends and sampling design), Thomas Borch (Professor Colorado State 
University, provided insight in temporal trends and sampling design), an Christopher P. 
Higgins (Associate Professor at the Colorado School of Mines, principal investigator and 
corresponding author), is being prepared for submission to Environmental Science and 
Technology. This paper addresses Objective 3 and Hypothesis 2. Supporting information 
for this chapter is provided in Appendix B. Environmental Science and Technology 
automatically grants copyright approval to all students to re-purpose submitted manuscripts 
in their dissertations, providing that the dissertation is not published online prior to 
acceptance and publication of the manuscript. Approval for republication of the manuscript 
was confirmed from all co-authors. 
 
 Chapter 5, “Simulation of a Hydraulic Fracturing Wastewater Surface Spill into an 
Agricultural Soil” Karl Oetjen (primary researcher and author), Jens Blotevogel (Research 
Assistant Professor Colorado State University, provided insight on sampling design and 
soil analysis), Thomas Borch (Professor Colorado State University, provided insight on 
sampling design and soil analysis), James F. Ranville (Professor at Colorado School of 
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Mines, provided assistance with metal data), and Christopher P. Higgins (Associate 
Professor at the Colorado School of Mines, principal investigator and corresponding 
author) is being prepared for submission to Science of the Total Environment. This paper 
addresses Objective 4 and Hypothesis 3. Supporting information for this chapter is 
provided in Appendix C. Science of the Total Environment automatically grants copyright 
approval to all students to re-purpose submitted manuscripts in their dissertations, 
providing that the dissertation is not published online prior to acceptance and publication 




CHAPTER 2  
 
EMERGING ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR THE CHARACTERIZATION AND 
QUANTIFICATION OF ORGANIC CONTAMINANTS IN FLOWBACK AND PRODUCED 
WATER 
 
Modified from an article published in Trends in Environmental Analytical Chemistry1 
Karl Oetjen2,3, Cloelle Danforth4, Molly McLaughlin5, Marika Nell6, Jens Blotevogel5, Damian 
E. Helbling6, Dan Mueller4 and Christopher P. Higgins2,7 
 
2.1 Abstract  
 
Flowback and produced waters are extremely complex matrices composed of geogenic water 
and chemical additives. The geogenic fraction is highly saline, with large amounts of total 
dissolved solids and may contain various hydrocarbons, organic acids, alcohols, radionuclides, and 
metals. The additives may include surfactants, gels, scale inhibitors, biocides, and friction 
reducers. Recently, it has been suggested that these produced waters could potentially represent a 
new water source in areas of water scarcity. Before the use of these waters can be considered for 
applications outside the oil field, the chemical composition must be better characterized. However, 
due to the complex nature of these matrices, many methods originally designed for surface and 
groundwater matrices may not be suitable. In addition, many organic chemicals remain yet 
unidentified: targeted approaches for organic chemical analysis alone will be insufficient for 
complete organic chemical characterization. Current trends and emerging technologies in 
analytical chemistry were reviewed and their applicability to flowback and produced waters was 
assessed. In addition, we propose under-utilized used approaches that may serve as potential 
solutions to address the issues created by the complex matrices inherent to flowback and produced 
waters. 
1Reprinted with permission from Trends in Environmental Analytical Chemistry 
2 Civil and Environmental Engineering, Colorado School of Mines  
3 Primary researcher and author 
4  Environmental Defense Fund, New York, NY 
5  Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Colorado State University 
6 School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Cornell University 





Hydraulic fracturing (HF) is a process used in the extraction of underground resources to 
increase oil, natural gas, and water production rates when these resources are located in rock 
formations with a naturally low permeability [33]. Horizontal fracturing, often referred to as high-
volume hydraulic fracturing (HVHF), is the preferred method for removing natural gas from shale 
facies. After HVHF is complete, a portion of injection waters returns to the surface as flowback 
water and produced water, referred to here as oil and gas (O&G) wastewater [5]. As O&G 
exploration and development continues in the United States, large quantities of wastewater are 
produced along with the targeted resources. The United States produces 870 billion gallons of 
produced water annually from O&G activities [11]. It has been suggested that produced waters 
from O&G operations could potentially represent a new water source in areas of water scarcity 
[34,35]. Although alternative uses for these waters could greatly benefit communities, these waters 
contain numerous synthetic and geogenic constituents and therefore, careful consideration of the 
chemical composition must be given before reuse.  
Numerous studies have aimed to characterize produced and flowback waters. However, there 
are many inherent challenges in both characterizing the chemical composition and quantifying 
compounds of concern in these wastewaters. First, many studies rely on methods originally 
designed for surface and groundwater matrices [14,16–21]. Produced waters can have salinities 
similar to or much greater than seawater [17]. Over the last few years, concerns have been raised 
over the suitability of these existing methods for the analysis of produced waters with complex 
matrices [36,37]. Second, analytical methods have not been developed for many of the chemicals 
potentially present in any matrix. In fact, less than one quarter of the greater than 1,600 chemicals 
identified as being associated with HF have an approved analytical method [38]. The implication 
is that even if standard methods exist, they may not be appropriate for the matrix of O&G 
wastewater. Third, to completely characterize these matrices, monitoring targeted compounds, or 
“known knowns”, is likely insufficient. The unknown compounds—including unreported 
chemicals and transformation compounds—in these waters must be accounted for, as they may 
pose a significant risk.  
Before the reuse of these wastewaters or environmental impacts from improper disposal can 
be appropriately evaluated, the methods used to characterize the chemical components and 
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quantify compounds of concern must be critically evaluated. In this review, we build on the 
previous work of Ferrer and Thurman [29] and evaluate the most commonly applied analytical 
techniques used for the qualitative and quantitative analysis of O&G wastewaters. This work 
focuses exclusively on organic fraction of these wastewaters and incorporates new information 
that has become available in the last several years. The complex chemistry of this fraction is 
generally less understood, leaving numerous opportunities for even further development of 
analytical strategies. We specifically outline common and under-utilized sample preparation and 
detection methods and the observed and predicted issues with each approach. To organize this 
review, a brief overview of the organic composition of O&G wastewaters is provided, followed 
by a discussion of appropriate field sampling techniques.  Next, sample preparation and ionization 
methods are examined followed by a brief discussion of some of the challenges of quantification. 
Finally, detectors and high resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) data collection and processing 
approaches are discussed.  
 
2.1 Water Composition  
 
As reviewed in more detail by Ferrer and Thurman [29], flowback and produced waters are 
chemically complex and are comprised of a (1) geogenic portion, consisting of compounds native 
to the geologic formation, and (2) chemical additives, which include substances used to stimulate 
formation fracturing and aid in production [39]. Before discussing analytical methods that may be 
helpful in characterizing these waters, it is important to understand their general chemical 
composition. This is essential for understanding the breadth of compounds to analyze and also the 
limitations of the analytical methods. The geogenic fraction is dependent on the source rock 
chemistry. Due to this, produced water chemistry is incredibly complex and varies significantly 
based on the formation [8]. In general, it is characterized as highly saline with large amounts of 
total dissolved solids (TDS). Produced water also contains various hydrocarbons, organic acids, 
alcohols, radionuclides, and metals [8]. Concentrations of these components vary by orders of 
magnitudes even within the same formation, but general trends can be observed amongst different 
shale plays.  
The type and amount of chemical additives needed depends on the fracturing type. There are 
three main types of HVHF implementations: slick water, conventional or gel fracture, and hybrid 
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fracture [40]. Slick water fractures have a lower viscosity and rely on velocity to transfer proppant. 
Gel fractures have a high viscosity and rely on viscosity to transport the proppant [40]. A hybrid 
fracture is a combination of slick water and gel. Within these fracture designs, numerous additive 
are required, including friction reducers, biocides, surfactants, gelling agents, breakers, and various 
maintenance chemicals (Table 2.1) [40–42]. Although many U.S. states require the use of chemical 
disclosure databases for well-stimulation activities, such as FracFocus [72], the identities of the 
additives can be listed as proprietary information [63]. In other cases, the listed constituent may 
represent a class of chemicals, meaning that numerous compounds might have been used. 
Furthermore, there are no requirements to report chemicals used downhole for other O&G field 
activities, such as drilling, well maintenance, or any well re-works [41]. Therefore, the types or 
volumes of chemicals added to each well cannot reliably be known, further complicating 
wastewater monitoring programs or modeling strategies to predict fate and transport of compounds 
based on chemical usage.  
 
2.2 Field sampling techniques 
 
The large variability in physicochemical properties and biodegradability among the numerous 
organic compounds in flowback and produced water requires careful selection of sampling 
equipment and preservation techniques (Table 2.1). A major concern is limiting biodegradation, 
which can be achieved by addition of chemical preservatives such as strong acids or sodium azide. 
However, their compatibility with target analytes must be considered [73,74], as acidification may 
catalyze hydrolysis reactions with compounds such as (substituted) ethoxylate surfactants [75]. In 
addition to this, azide may bind to certain functional groups via nucleophilic substitution (e.g., 
carboxylic acids) [76]. To minimize bioavailability (and hence biotransformation) of hydrophobic 
target analytes, the immediate transfer out of the aqueous phase in the field using a water-












Suggested Analytical Instrument(s) 





product of biocides, 
corrosion inhibitor 
Glass, store at 2-6°C, 
acidify to pH < 5, 
derivatization is 




Formaldehyde and small molecular 
weight aldehydes by GC with various 
possible detectors (FID, TSD, MS), 




Glass, store at 2-6°C, 




required so avoid over 
acidifying 
 
None or derivatize with 
2,4-
dinitrophenylhydrazine 










Glass, store at 2-6°C, 
glassware needs to be 
pretreated to avoid 
analyte loss by 
adsorption to surface 
active sites on the 
glassware 
 
None LC-QToF-MS, IC [30,42,48,49] 
DBNPA Biocide 
Glass, store at 2-6°C, 
acidify pH < 5 (half-
life of 67 days at 
pH=5, possibly larger 
at lower pH), if 
hydrolysis occurs 
(occurs readily above 
pH 8.5) then 
hydrolysis products are 






LC-MS for DBNPA and 
dibromoacetic acid, GC-Electron 














Suggested Analytical Instrument(s) 








Glass, store at 2-6°C, 
Dazomet most stable at 
pH=7, half-life 
decreases in acidic and 
basic conditions; 
THPS can experience 
base catalyzed 
hydrolysis so acidify to 
pH < 5; Bronopol is 
stable (half-life of 1.5-
2 years) at pH 6, 20°C,  
 
None 
LC-QToF-MS; GC-NPD for Dazomet 












Glass, store at 2-6°C, 
TMO and DMO are 
unstable and hydrolyze 
rapidly (half-life 
minutes to seconds). 
Thus, once dissolved 
in water, DMO and 
TMO parent 
compounds are no 
longer detectable. 
Hydrolysis products 







The technical grade active ingredient 
can be determined by the use of GC 
method using a column packed with 
20% carbowax 20M.  
 
When uncombined, formaldehyde is 
present, and the difference between the 
amount of AMP added to the sample 








(PEGs, LAEs, NPEs) 
Surfactants, solvent 
Amber glass, preserve 
with sodium azide to 
prevent biodegradation 




Amber glass, store at 
0-4°C, to preserve 
adjust to pH = 2 using 
H2SO4, extract within 
28 days of sampling 
LLE with methylene 
chloride 
Standard method ASTM-D7065, GC-












Suggested Analytical Instrument(s) 
and Method (if available) 
References 
and analyze extract 
within 40 days, extract 
can be stored 













Sample in glass, store 
at 2-6°C 










Sample in glass, store 
at 2-6°C 
None LC-QToF-MS, LCMS-IT-ToF [11,14,42] 
Biopolymers (Guar 
Gum) 
Gel forming agent 
Sample in glass, store 
at 2-6°C 
If filtering sample, 
determine the 
efficiency after filtering 
or use a large filter (> 
0.45μm) since 
molecules are so large 
 













Suggested Analytical Instrument(s) 
and Method (if available) 
References 





Sample in glass, store 
at 2-6°C 
If filtering sample, 
determine the 
efficiency after filtering 
or use a large filter (> 
0.45μm) since 
molecules are so large 
 
Size Exclusion Chromatography [14,47] 
Acrylamide 
By-product of friction 
reducer 
Sample in glass, store 
at 2-6°C 
SPE may be necessary 
LC-MS/MS; HPLC-UV following 
EPA Method 8316 
[57] 
Carboxylic acids Scale inhibitors 
Sample in glass, store 
at 2-6°C 
None 
Small molecular weight carboxylic 
acids by IC, higher molecular weight 





Sample in glass, store 
at 2-6°C 
See EPA Method 8015, 
LLE may be needed to 
concentrate samples or 
to transfer analyte to 
non-aqueous phase 
 






Sample in glass, store 
at 2-6°C, sample 
should have no 
headspace, PTFE caps 
to prevent out-gassing 
See EPA Methods 
8015/8260b, LLE may 
be needed to 
concentrate samples or 
to transfer analyte to 
non-aqueous phase 
 
GC-MS, EPA Method 8260B; GC-
FID, EPA Method 8015 
[62,63] 
Acetone Solvent 
Glass bottle, collect 
with no headspace, 
PTFE caps to prevent 
out-gassing 
See EPA Methods 
8015/8260b, LLE may 
be needed to 
concentrate samples or 
to transfer analyte to 
non-aqueous phase 
 
GC-MS, EPA Method 8260B; GC-
FID, EPA Method 8015; GC-MS using 
a polar column ex: Agilent PoraPLOT 
U, CPWax 57 CB  
[64] 
2-Butoxyethanol Surfactant 
Glass bottle, preserved 
on ice and with sodium 
azide 
LLE, following 
modification of USEPA 
Method 3510C 
GC-MS, GCxGC/ToF-MS [65] 
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Suggested Analytical Instrument(s) 






Present in formation 
water 
Sample in glass, store 
at 2-6°C, HCl or 
H2SO4 to pH < 2 
LLE into DCM in the 
field to prevent 
degradation, 
concentration samples; 
Dilution and SPE 
GC-MS, EPA Method 610 [39,61] 
Total petroleum 
hydrocarbons (TPH) 
Present in formation 
water 
Sample in glass, store 
at 2-6°C, HCl or 
H2SO4 to pH < 2 
 
LLE may be needed to 
concentrate samples 
GC-MS; GC-FID, EPA Method 8015 [5] 
BTEX 
Present in formation 
water 
Sample in glass, store 
at 2-6°C, HCl or 
H2SO4 to pH < 2, For 
SVOCs and VOCs, no 
headspace in sample 
bottle 
See EPA Methods 
5021/8021/8260 and 
Orem, 2014. LLE may 
be needed to 
concentrate samples 
GC-MS; EPA Method 5021; EPA 




Present in formation 
water 
Sample in glass, store 
at 2-6°C, HCl or 
H2SO4 to pH < 2 
LLE into DCM GC-MS [61,67] 
Phenols 
Present in formation 
water 
Sample in glass, store 
at 2-6°C, HCl or 
H2SO4 to pH < 2 
LLE into DCM GC-MS [61,67] 
Phthalates 
Present in formation 
water 
Sample in glass, store 
at 2-6°C, HCl or 
H2SO4 to pH < 2 
LLE into DCM GC-MS [61,67] 
DRO 
Present in formation 
water 
Sample in glass, store 
at 2-6°C, HCl or 
H2SO4 to pH < 2 
See EPA Method 8015, 
LLE may be needed to 
concentrate samples or 
to transfer analyte to 
non-aqueous phase 
 
GC-FID, EPA Method 8015 [5,21,68] 
GRO 
Present in formation 
water 
Sample in glass, store 
at 2-6°C, HCl or 
H2SO4 to pH < 2 
See EPA Method 
8015/8021, LLE may 
be needed to 
concentrate samples or 













Suggested Analytical Instrument(s) 
and Method (if available) 
References 




Present in formation 
water 
Sample in glass, store 
at 2-6°C, HCl or 
H2SO4 to pH < 2, For 
SVOCs and VOCs, no 
headspace in sample 
bottle 
See EPA Method 
8260b, LLE may be 
needed to concentrate 
samples or to transfer 
analyte to non-aqueous 
phase 
 





Present in formation 
water 
Sample in glass, store 
at 2-6°C, HCl or 
H2SO4 to pH < 2, For 
SVOCs and VOCs, no 
headspace in sample 
bottle 
 
See EPA Method 
8270c, LLE may be 
needed to concentrate 
samples or to transfer 
analyte to non-aqueous 
phase 
GC-MS, EPA Method 8270C [5,14,21,71] 





Additionally, one should consider the highly reactive nature of HF fluid additives, especially 
among electrophilic biocides [46], as their detection may require rapid quenching approaches or 
targeting of more stable organic intermediates. For instance, di- and trimethyloxazolidine (DMO, 
TMO) release formaldehyde almost immediately upon dissolution in water (t1/2 < 5 min [52]) 
independent of pH, so the chemical analysis would need to target formaldehyde (or its hydration 
product methylene glycol) rather than the parent compound. The second most widely used biocide 
in HF operations in the U.S., 2,2-dibromo-3-nitrilopropionamide (DBNPA [46]), hydrolyzes 
slowly under acidic (t1/2 = 67 d at pH 5), but more rapidly under basic conditions (t1/2 = 73 min at 
pH 9) to produce the more stable dibromoacetic acid and dibromoacetonitrile [77]. Thus, if reactive 
parent compounds are targeted, their transformations need to be quenched at the time of sampling 
by either pH adjustment, partitioning into an organic solvent, or onsite solid phase extraction 
(SPE).  
 
2.3 Organic Compound Sample Preparation Methods 
 
There are many goals of sample preparation including: removing materials that might interfere 
chromatographically with the target analytes, removing materials that interfere with detection of 
target analytes, removing materials that interfere with ionization, and concentrating target analytes. 
These goals are traditionally met by removing inorganic ions and retaining organics based on 
hydrophobicity and charge. When attempting to characterize O&G waters, a variety of sample 




Dilution serves two important functions. First, it reduces the viscosity of the sample. Although 
viscosity may not be a problem with produced water samples from slick water fracture jobs, it 
plays an important role when analyzing flowback and injection waters, particularly when a gel 
fracturing method was performed. Reducing the viscosity of the sample increases reproducibility; 
in general, autosamplers perform poorly with highly viscous samples [83,84]. It’s possible if the 




Table 2.2 Preparation and detection methods for recent studies analyzing unconventional oil and 






Analyte(s) of Interest Quantified 
Cluff et al., 2014 [22]  SPE LC-Q-ToF Ethoxylated surfactants N 
 
Coday et al., 2015 [78] 
Not Specified LC-Q-ToF 
Qualitatively examined 
dissolved organic compounds 
N 
Ferrer et al., 2015 [30] Filtration LC-Q-ToF-MS 
 
Guar gum, glutaraldehyde and 






















polyethylene glycol, aryl 
phosphate esters, alkyl 
phosphate esters 
N 
Lester et al., 2015 [14] Filtration LC-QToF-MS 
Cocamidopropyl 




Mohan et al., 2013 [16] 
Not Specified HPLC-UV 




Thacker et al., 2015 
[11] 
SPE LCMS-IT-ToF Cocamide diethanolamines N 
 
Thurman et al., 2014 
[31] 
Filtration LC-Q-ToF-MS 
Polyethylene glycols and 
linear alkyl ethoxylates 
N 
 
Thurman et al., 2016 
[80] 
Filtration LC-Q-ToF-MS 





Wolford, 2011 [81] 
 









Table 2.3 Preparation and detection methods for recent studies analyzing unconventional oil and 




Detection Method Analyte of Interest Quantified 
Cluff et al., 2014 
[22] 
SPE GC/MS SVOCs, alkenes, alkanes, acetate N 





GC/MS and GC/FID DRO, GRO Y 
He et al., 2017 
[79] 
LLE GC-MS PAHs Y 
Hladik et al., 2014 
[82] 
SPE GC-MS 
Disinfection by-products (THMS, 
HANs, HNMs) 
Y 




GC-MS and GC/FID VOCs N 















carboxylic acids, halogenated 
hydrocarbons 
Y 
Khan et al., 2016 
[18] 
SPME GC-ToF-MS VOCs and SVOCs Y 
Llwellyn et al., 
2015 [65] 
LLE GCxGC-ToF-MS Nontarget analysis Semi 
Maguire-Boyle et 
al., 2014 [23] 
LLE GC-MS SVOC and organic acids Y 
Regnery et al., 
2016 [39] 
SPE GC-MS PAHs and Alkanes Y 
Thacker et al., 
2016 [11] 
LLE GC-MS VOCs and SVOCs Y 






Ethylene glycol, 1,2-propanediol, 









small openings within the sample loop, causing volumetric errors [83,84]. Second, dilution 
changes the sample matrix, making it more compatible with analysis. For example, when using 
reverse phase liquid chromatography (LC), introducing a sample with a high organic content into 
initial gradient conditions leads to poor chromatographic peak shape, which makes resolving peaks 
and understanding the output time consuming and potentially impossible [85]. One major 
limitation of dilution is that the method does not remove constituents that may damage 
instrumentation. This is of particular concern when analyzing O&G waters, as salinity and TDS 
can negatively impact liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS) instruments. This 
approach will also inherently increase the minimum detection limit (MDL) for each analyte 
included in the method, which may limit its ability to meet set guidelines and/or regulation limits. 
However, dilution is often preferred in non-targeted analysis because it does not preferentially 
remove classes of compounds, leading to less bias in sample analysis. Additionally, serial dilutions 
of samples can be used to enhance blank subtraction and provide an additional method for 
identifying analytical features of interest. This approach was recently used to perform a non-target 
analysis and to identify surfactants in effluent from a wastewater treatment plant treating produced 
waters [66].  
 
2.3.2  Filtration and Centrifugation 
 
Sample filtration is another simple sample preparation approach. Removing particulate 
material makes the sample compatible with analytical methods and protects instrumentation and 
LC columns, preventing clogging and high backpressure. However, filtration does not concentrate 
the sample or (generally) change the dissolved fraction of sample matrix, both of which may be 
required when analyzing O&G waters. Thus, filtration cannot be used as a standalone approach 
for sample preparation if minimizing matrix effects is a primary goal of the sample preparation 
workflow. Another important consideration is the possibility of biasing the sample by removing 
chemical constituents that are adsorbed to the suspended solids in the matrix [85]. Filtration has 
been a popular method of sample preparation of produced waters, particularly for analysis by 
means of HRMS (Table 2.2 and 2.3) and has been included in workflows that have successfully 
identified several biocides, surfactants, and gels [30,31,80]. Similar to filtration, centrifugation 
removes particulates from samples without concentrating the sample or removing TDS, and is 
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often insufficient as a sole preparation technique if minimizing matrix effects is a primary goal of 
the sample preparation workflow. Centrifugation has been a popular method for LC analysis of 
O&G waters and also been in included in workflows that have shown success identifying 
surfactants including polypropylene glycols (PPGs) and polyethylene glycols (PEGs) [66].  
  
2.3.3  Liquid-Liquid Extraction 
 
Liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) is one of the most widely used extraction methods,  due to 
simplicity, ease of method development, and moderate selectivity [85]. Currently, this is the most 
prevalent extraction method for O&G wastewaters, particularly for gas chromatography (GC) 
[11,23,65,82]. As mentioned earlier, this method may also be successful as a sample preservation 
step by minimizing biotransformation of hydrophobic constituents.  A liquid-liquid approach can 
also be used for highly water soluble analytes, where non-polar organic soluble compounds are 
removed from the sample, leaving the more hydrophilic compounds behind [86,87]. This approach 
may be suitable for flowback and produced waters that have large concentrations of hydrophilic 
surfactants like PEGs. However, if LLE is used to remove the nonpolar fraction to enable analysis 
of the water-soluble fraction, TDS may still need to be addressed through dilution.  
LLE has a number of disadvantages that might limit its effectiveness for use with O&G waters. 
One major disadvantage is the limited amount of selectivity, increasing the number of other 
analytes that are co-extracted [88]. This can lead to high background noise and lead to sensitivity 
issues.  Also, this approach does not aid in concentrating the sample for highly water-soluble 
constituents (if that is desired). Another shortcoming is its general incompatibility with 
automation, making this approach very time consuming. The largest disadvantage to this method 
is the formation of emulsions during the extraction [88]. Emulsions occur when the sample 
contains high levels of surfactant-like compounds [88]. This is a significant problem when 
considering this method for flowback and produced waters, as over 20% of the organic carbon has 
been attributed to surfactants [31,80]. Surfactants prevent clean separation of the two phases, 
creating a mid-phase. Since the mid-phase has an intermediate solubility, it is difficult to collect a 
single phase, which affects quantification and may also exclude certain analytes “trapped” in this 
mid-phase [85]. However, emulsions can be eliminated through the addition of salt, as salt acts to 
change the capacity of the aqueous phase, driving slightly soluble compounds into the organic 
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phase [88]. Emulsions can also be removed by passing the extract through silica columns [89]. 
This solution may allow traditional LLEs to be a useful and cost effective tool in the 
characterization of O&G waters. 
  
2.3.4 Support-Assisted Liquid-Liquid Extraction 
 
Though currently there is no published literature applying this approach to O&G waters, 
support-assisted liquid-liquid extraction (SALL) is a variation of traditional LLE that may prove 
useful for O&G wastewater characterization. In this approach, an aqueous sample is applied to a 
high-surface area matrix, creating a potential interface for extraction [85,90,91]. This is usually 
performed in a syringe barrel column similar to SPE. The sample is passed over a solid support 
material (e.g. diatomaceous earth) [85,90,91]. An organic solvent is passed over the matrix 
containing the aqueous sample and target analytes. The target analytes are partitioned into the 
organic phase and collected [85]. This approach can be automated, unlike traditional LLE. Most 
importantly it eliminates emulsion issues that could arise when applying it to O&G waters. 
However, it requires the analytes to adsorb to the organic matrix. Therefore, this method would be 
ideal if the goal was to eliminate the surfactant component [90,91].  
 
2.3.5  Solid Phase Extraction  
 
Another commonly employed approach is SPE, which is a powerful extraction technique that 
offers selectivity, automation, and flexibility. This approach has been successfully used in O&G 
research for both LC and GC analysis [11,22,39]. A major advantage is the elimination of emulsion 
issues that are prevalent when dealing with O&G waters [88]. It also allows for interferences to be 
more easily removed. One drawback to this approach is that it requires more knowledge about the 
analytes of interest than other approaches. This is not an issue when doing targeted analysis, but if 
non-target analysis is being performed, it is likely that the extracted sample will be biased. This 
can be avoided by using multiple sorbents and solvents. Also, if manual SPE is being performed, 
there is a potential for variability in the results observed between operators. SPE was successfully 
used to quantify polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and alkanes in produced waters by GC-
MS with recovery rates of 38-120% [39]. SPE was also used as a sample preparation technique to 
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analyze produced waters by LC where the presence of cocamide diethanolamines was discovered 
[11]. The United States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) has a SPE method (Method 
3535A) that may be suitable for O&G waters: although it was designed for other constituents 
(polychlorinated biphenyls, explosives, etc.), it has shown success in complex matrices like 
wastewater [92]. EPA Method 3535A would need to be updated to include target constituents in 
O&G waters, but could prove very successful. Recently, online SPE, where an automated 
extraction step is directly coupled to the analytical instrument, has become popular due to its 
numerous benefits: this approach reduces sample preparation time and the amount of sample 
volume required significantly [93–95]. Online SPE has been successfully used for the analysis of 
a number of emerging contaminants in environmental matrices [93–95]. 
 
2.3.6  Solid-Phase Microextraction 
 
Solid-phase microextraction (SPME) uses a fiber coated in an adsorbent material to extract 
analytes from liquid matrices or headspace gas [88]. SPME requires no solvents and can 
concentrate volatile and nonvolatile compounds, eliminating the need for expensive purge-and-
trap instrumentation [88]. In liquid samples, analytes are adsorbed by immersing a polymer-coated 
fused silica fiber into the sample. SPME has a reduced handling time and does not require organic 
solvents, making it an attractive choice compared to SPE, purge-and-trap, or headspace analysis 
for volatile or semi-volatile organics [88]. Due to the reduced handling time, SPME provides lower 
background noise and, depending on the fiber, can be highly selective. There are numerous 
examples of the use of SPME headspace sampling from complex samples, including analyzing 
gasoline in fire debris [96]. SPME recently was combined with LC for online extractions, 
eliminating sample preparation [97]. Research found that SPME/LC method for analysis of Triton 
X-100 and other alkylphenol ethoxylates was successful [97]. The application of this approach to 
O&G waters, however, has been relatively limited. One published study found this approach 
successful in characterizing produced waters using GC-time-of-flight-MS (GC-ToF-MS), 
detecting 1400 compounds inducing alkanes, cyclohexane, cyclopentane, BTEX (benzene, 





2.4 Mass Spectrometry Approaches  
 
Numerous analytical detectors have been used to analyze O&G wastewaters, including 
selective and non-selective detectors. Non-selective detectors detect all compounds that elute from 
a separation column. One of the most common non-selective detectors is the flame ionization 
detector (FID), which is used in the GC-based EPA Method 8015 for alcohols and organic acids. 
It was found, however, that this method could not overcome the matrix issues associated with 
produced waters [36]. Due to this, non-selective detectors will likely play a small role, if any, in 
the characterization of O&G wastewaters. Therefore, this review will focus on selective detectors, 
which detect specific compounds. In particular, we focus on MS analysis, as mass analyzers have 
played an important role in characterizing these complex fluids (Table 2.4).   
 
Table 2.4 Summary of mass analyzers and their advantages and disadvantages for 
analyzing flowback and produced waters (FPW) [98]. 
Mass 
Analyzer 




 Low sensitivity in SIM mode 
 Low resolution 
 Full-scan mode unusable due to 
matrix  
Quadrupole 
Ion Trap  High Sensitivity  
 Highly influenced by complex 
matrix 
 Low scan rate 
 Poor quantitation 
Time of Flight 
 Large mass range 
 High mass accuracy (m < 2000 
da) 
 Fast scan times 
 
 Large mass error (m > 10,000) 




 High Reproducibility  
 High resolution  
 Expensive 
 Small scan range 
Orbitrap 
 High mass accuracy 
 Large mass range 
 
 Slower data acquisition rate 
compared to ToF 
FT-ICR 
 Highest mass resolution  
 Excellent at high MW ions 
 
 Slower data acquisition rate 
compared to ToF 
 
 
MS separates charged analytes that are produced by a variety of ionization techniques. Each of 
these ionization techniques has benefits, making them suitable for different classes of compounds 
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based on their polarity and mass and therefore affecting their ability to analyze organic chemicals 
in O&G waters. 
 
2.4.1 Ionization Methods  
 
Electron ionization (EI) is the most common type of ionization used for GC analysis. This 
ionization method has been used in numerous studies investigating O&G wastewater composition 
[5,11,18,22–24,39,65,66,81,82]. The biggest issue when using this approach for flowback and 
produced waters is that it is generally a harsh form of ionization that leaves a small amount or no 
parent ion [24]. This makes identification of the ion incredibly difficult without a library of MS 
fragmentation spectra. Also, because these waters contain large amounts of expected hydrocarbons 
such as alkanes, which have similar fragmentation, identification can be difficult even with a 
library [24]. Chemical Ionization (CI) is a soft ionization method, but has not yet been applied to 
O&G waters. Compared to EI, the benefit to CI is that much more of the parent ion will remain 
[99], which may help identify unknown or confirm suspect compounds in flowback and produced 
waters. Combining data from both ionization methods can enhance identification, especially if the 
compound of interest is not present in mass spectral libraries.  
Electrospray ionization (ESI) is a soft LC ionization method. This ionization method has been 
regularly applied to O&G waters [14,22,30,31,66,80]  One major issue with ESI for flowback and 
produced waters is that some surfactants are known to interfere with the ionization of other 
compounds, and for many analytes, the signal is completely removed [100,101]. This may create 
a problem when attempting to characterize the rest of the organics in the sample, as various 
compounds may be overlooked. To avoid this, appropriate chromatography must be applied or 
sample preparation should be used to remove surfactants from the sample, depending on the 
analyst’s goals. Since ESI is particularly sensitive to matrix effects (discussed further below), this 
can severely impact the ability of LC-MS data to be quantitative; the elimination or compensation 
for matrix effects is an important component of method development and validation. Atmospheric 
Pressure Chemical Ionization (APCI) is another soft LC ionization method, though, to date, we 
are not aware of any studies that used this form of ionization to analyze flowback and produced 
waters. One potential advantage with APCI is that it is less susceptible to matrix effects than ESI, 
which is particularly relevant for flowback and produced waters [102,103]. APCI also provides 
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more structural information at low energies, which may assist in indicating alkyl chain length and 
number of ethylene oxide groups in surfactants [103,104]. Therefore, APCI may be a valuable tool 
for the analysis of anionic surfactants in the complex matrices of O&G waters, especially when 
tandem MS is required for the identification of the individual components [102]. APCI may serve 
as a complementary ionization technique to ESI due to its ability to better ionize compounds 
containing only carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen, which generally do not ionize well with ESI. 
Finally, direct- EI interface, using a gas-phase ionization, can overcome most of the matrix effects 
observed with ESI and provide comparable results as APCI [25]. This technique combines LC 
with EI and produces library searchable spectra [25]. This has the benefit of working for a large 
number of compounds of different polarities and chemical properties and, in particular, 
characterizing unknown compounds [25]. 
 
2.4.2 MS Detectors  
 
The single quadrupole MS detector, coupled to either GC or LC, is a versatile detector that has 
been the most used MS detector in studies investigating the chemical composition of O&G 
wastewaters [11,22,23,39,82,105]. This approach has many advantages, including high 
reproducibility and relativity low maintenance [106]. One of the largest disadvantages to 
quadrupole mass analyzers is that they are limited to unit mass resolution, meaning that they cannot 
detect compound masses with high precision, which leads to numerous potential chemical 
formulas and false positive identifications in mass spectral libraries [106]. In O&G waters, due to 
the large variety of compounds present combined with low mass resolution, full-scan mode with 
single quadrupole detectors does not provide quantitative or potentially even qualitatively useful 
results, unless significant sample cleanup methods are applied prior to injection to remove 
extraneous substances that result in decreased peak resolution. This is a major issue, as many GC-
based EPA methods were established in full-scan mode. Two of the most popular methods for 
volatile and semivolatile organic compounds (EPA Method 8260B and 8270C) operate in full-
scan. The method for volatile compounds operates with a mass range of 35-260 m/z and the 
semivolatile method operates with a mass range of 35-500 m/z. As these methods were created 
primarily for surface and groundwater analyses, these mass ranges were small enough that they 
yielded useful results. However, because of the complex nature of flowback and produced waters, 
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these methods are not ideal for this application. Selected ion monitoring mode (SIM) mode can 
provide better results, eliminating noise and increasing sensitivity by only detecting specific ions 
of interest. Although this approach might work well in some scenarios, it does require prior 
knowledge of sample composition. Since the quadrupole is selectively filtering for a particular 
analyte, it is possible that crucial components will be overlooked. In addition, because O&G 
samples are so complex, it is possible to have several compounds with the identical unit masses in 
the same sample.  
ToF mass analyzers are the second most widely used in the study of O&G wastewaters (Table 
2.2 and 2.3) [105]. Whether coupled to GC or LC, these analyzers determine the mass to charge 
ratio of ions via a time measurement where the arrival time of an ion at the detector becomes larger 
as the mass of the ions at the detector increases. A normal ToF mass analyzer has a mass accuracy 
for small ions (M < 2,000 Da) around 1-10 ppm and large ions (10,000 < M < 80,000 Da) around 
100 ppm [107]. ToF mass analyzers have been used in many studies to identify surfactants in 
flowback and produced waters [14,22,31,78,80]. They have been crucial in the identification of 
PPGs, PEGs, and ethoxylated surfactants [31,80]. 
Finally, ion trap mass analyzers use oscillating electric fields or radio frequency (RF) to trap 
ions. Ion trap mass analyzers can achieve high sensitivity, however, they are limited in their 
capacity to trap ions and therefore, ions due to background and matrix noise should be eliminated 
prior to injection. The resolution of the trap will decrease rapidly as the amount of ions increases 
[108]. Orbitrap is a type of ion trap, that when coupled to LC has proved to be a valuable tool in 
characterizing O&G waters due to its resolution (up to 500,000 full width at half maximum 
[FWHM]), mass accuracy, and a mass range similar to ToF analyzers (up to 3,000 m/z) [109]. 
Orbitrap mass analyzers operate in two modes: Fourier transform mode (FT), where coherent 
oscillations in the axial direction are measured, and mass selective instability mode (MSI), where 
ions are ejected and collected onto a detector [109]. The FT mode provides the highest resolution, 
however, MSI mode is used for tandem mass spectrometer (MS/MS) analysis. One of the biggest 
advantages of the orbitrap for analyzing flowback and produced waters is its ability to detect 
polyvalent ions due to its high resolving power [109]. This analyzer was used to analyze PEGs and 
ethoxylated alcohols at a wastewater plant treating O&G waters [66]. FT-ion cyclotron resonance-
MS (FT-ICR-MS) another type of ion trap, has been previously used to characterize shale oil, and 
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has recently shown promise in identifying halogenated transformation products in O&G 
wastewaters [110].  
 
2.4.3 Tandem Mass Spectrometry and Data Collection Approaches  
 
MS/MS requires two or more analyzers in series that are separated by a collision cell where an 
inert gas is used to provide fragmentation of selected ions [111]. Traditionally, this approach is 
best applied when quantitatively analyzing for specific ions or compounds.  Many analyzer 
combinations can be used depending on the desired goal, such as sensitivity or high resolution. 
Many instruments have the ability to alternate between high sensitivity and high resolution modes. 
This approach has also been used to confirm the identity of several surfactants in flowback and 
produced waters [14,30,31,66,80]. Recently, an MS/MS method developed for seawater for the 
detection of 2-butoxyethanol (2-BE), a common additive in HF fluid, shows promise and could 
potentially be used in flowback and produced waters [111]. 
MS/MS data, when paired with HRMS, provides crucial information for both elucidation of 
elemental composition and structure identification. HRMS and MS/MS data can be interpreted 
using a variety of techniques borrowed from the field of metabolomics that may provide unique 
insight into produced water composition [112].  In this section, we describe some trends in data 
collection methods present in environmental analytical chemistry afforded by HR-MS/MS 
technology. 
Information dependent acquisition (IDA), also known as data-dependent MS/MS (dd- 
MS/MS), enables production of on-the-fly spectra with minimal interferences because a narrow 
m/z window of only 1-2 Da is selected [112,113]. Despite its ability to deliver high-quality MS/MS 
spectra, IDA has been used in very few flowback or produced water identification studies 
[110,112,113]. This approach could greatly enhance characterization efforts, allowing 
instrumentation to select ions of interest, eliminating any analyst bias. However, some ions of 
interest may not be fragmented if the predefined selection criteria are not met, potentially missing 
compounds of concern [112,113].  
MSAll or all ion fragmentation is another approach, and is considered a data-independent 
approach. Here, all product ions are recorded regardless of the precursor ion [112]. This 
nonselective approach lacks specificity and it is often difficult to assign fragments to precursor 
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ions [112]. While this approach has shown some success in metabolite identification and forensic 
screening, it requires good chromatographic separation [112,113]. Due to the complexity of 
flowback and produced waters, this is difficult to achieve and potentially limits the utility of this 
approach for these waters.  
Sequential window acquisition of all theoretical fragment-ion spectra (SWATH), is a relatively 
new approach in the environmental field and is similar to MSAll in that it is also information 
independent [112,113]. In this approach, a medium sized window of a designated m/z is selected, 
typically around 20-60 Da, and applied in series across the entire mass range [112,113]. The 
window is continuously stepped through the complete range of interest throughout the entire 
experiment [112,113]. This approach ensures potential compounds of interest are not missed (as 
they might be with IDA), and when compared to MSAll, it provides much narrower precursor ion 
range, making chromatography not as critical [112]. While this technique has been successfully 
applied to metabolite identification, it has not yet been applied to flowback and produced waters 
and may provide unique insight on unknown constituents.  
 
2.4.4 High Resolution Mass Spectrometry Screening Methods - Target, Suspect, and Non-
Target 
 
Although HRMS, particularly LC-HRMS, has shown promise for O&G wastewater 
characterization, limited studies have utilized this technique (Tables 2.2 and 2.3). The power of 
HRMS resides in high mass resolution and high mass accuracy in full-scan mode, which enables 
sensitive measurements of isotopic signatures of individual compounds. Together, accurate mass 
measurements and isotopic signatures allow for robust molecular formula assignment, enabling 
the identifications of known and unknown constituents. HRMS allows researchers to embrace 
discovery (or non-targeted) analysis while simultaneously implementing target or suspect analysis. 
In recent years, HRMS has become more accessible to environmental chemists. In this section, 
we describe some trends in environmental analytical chemistry afforded by HR-MS/MS 
technology.    
Target screening by means of LC-MS has become the conventional approach for studying 
trace organic chemicals in aqueous environments. Target screening requires a priori selection of 
analytes and acquisition of authentic standards to develop an appropriate high pressure-LC 
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(HPLC) and MS method for detection and quantification [114]. Target screening methods can be 
applied using conventional triple-quadrupole MS/MS or some types of HRMS instruments. 
Identification of an analyte in an environmental sample requires matching of the measured 
retention time, mass spectra, and MS/MS of the authentic standard with unknown mass spectral 
features in the sample. Quantification is by external instrument calibration with the authentic 
standard. Quantitative data from target screenings using HPLC-MS makes up a significant portion 
of the currently available data on the occurrence of O&G constituents in the environment (Table 
2.2 and 2.3). 
Suspect screening is a semi-quantitative approach that can be applied most effectively with 
HR-MS/MS instruments. Suspect screening requires the construction of a list of suspect chemicals 
that may be present in a sample, though acquisition of authentic standards for those chemicals is 
not required [114,115]. Suspect lists are then populated with compound data including molecular 
formulae, isotope patterns, exact masses of important adducts, predicted retention times, and exact 
masses of predicted MS/MS fragments. Once a suspect list is established, suspect screening can 
be applied to any full-scale HR-MS/MS acquisition using automated post-acquisition data 
processing workflows developed and applied using either commercial software or programming 
tools such as the R Statistical Software [116–118]. The general approach of post-acquisition data 
processing in a suspect screening is to mine the HR-MS/MS acquisitions to identify suspect 
chemicals based on the measured exact mass, isotope pattern, retention time, and MS/MS 
fragments (particularly through the use of HRMS spectral libraries). Other workflows include 
checks of peak shape, peak area, and signal-to-noise ratios to further confirm the presence of a 
suspect chemical in the HR-MS/MS acquisition [119]. Suspect screening has been used to identify 
O&G constituents in a variety of environmental and experimental systems in recent years [66,110].  
Non-target screening is emerging as an important tool to discover “unknown” chemicals in 
environmental samples and is best performed using HR-MS/MS instruments [120]. Unlike target 
and suspect screening, this approach requires no prior information. In this approach, unknown 
chemicals are defined as chemicals that have not been previously confirmed by reference standards 
or are not present on suspects lists. Consequently, it is possible that the “unknown” is present in 
the literature or spectral libraries and is simply unknown to the analyst. The basic premise of non-
target screening is that undefined mass spectral features measured in a HR-MS/MS acquisition 
represent the presence of some unknown or unexpected chemical species, and novel data analyses 
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can potentially lead to identification of that chemical. Upstream data processing techniques include 
peak-picking, peak component extraction, and molecular formulae assignment [114]. A variety of 
commercial software and packages for the R Statistical Software have been developed to perform 
these data processing techniques. Downstream data processing aims to assign chemical structures 
to molecular formulae based on database searches or computational structural elucidation [121]. 
Non-target screening has been used to identify previously unknown environmental contaminants 
in environmental samples [122,123]  but its utility for improving our understanding of the 
composition of O&G wastewaters is only now emerging. Recently, several studies have leveraged 
an established technique used in proteomics, known as the Kendrick Mass Defect [31], to identify 
members of the homologous series belonging to the same class of compounds. These studies 
simply acquired mixes of homologues and relied on the Kendrick Mass Defect and/or diagnostic 
ions to identify homologues, including PEGs, linear alcohol ethoxylates (LAEs), PPGs, 
polyethylene glycol carboxylates (PEG-Cs), cocoamidpropyl diethanolamines, and 
cocoamidopropyl hydroxysultaines [30,31,80]. These methods are not considered to be 
quantitative, but one study reported semi-quantitative concentrations [80]. 
 
2.5 Quantification Challenges  
 
O&G wastewaters are highly complex and contain a wide variety of organic chemical 
constituents. The lack of available analytical grade reference standards hinders both method 
development and traditional quantification. This presents a unique challenge for both the 
development of new analytical methods and the application of existing analytical methods. Some 
of these constituents have well developed methods (Table 2.1); however, due to the complex 
matrices, many of these methods may be not be appropriate for the analysis of O&G wastewaters. 
In some cases, matrix constituents may have a significant effect on the quality of the results 
obtained [124]. Classical analytical artifacts arising from matrix effects include increases in the 
MDL and the limit of quantification (LOQ) of the method. Matrix effects may also skew the 
amount of the analyte measured in the solution as the result of translation or rotational effects. 
A translational effect results in a calculated concentration that is higher or lower than the actual 
concentration, often as a result of signal suppression [125]. Matrix enhancement can occur 
depending on the analyte’s relative affinity for the droplets’ surface during ionization [25], 
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particularly during LC-MS analysis. A rotational effect, or “proportional bias”, is recovery loss or 
interference where the loss of signal of an analyte is proportional to the concentration [125]. There 
are several approaches to dealing with these effects that require little change in sample preparation 
or detector method. 
One such approach is to match the matrix of the O&G waters in calibration solutions. This 
approach would be problematic since the matrices of these waters are so complex and reproducing 
them would be difficult, especially considering the variability in chemistry between shale plays 
and throughout the flowback period. Another approach is sample dilution, though this increases 
the MDL for each analyte included in the method. Matrix modification is the addition of the 
compounds known to interfere with the analysis to both the calibration solutions and the test 
solutions. Again, this may be difficult with O&G waters, since there are numerous compounds that 
may interfere with the analysis. Finally, an internal standard (i.e., a stable isotopically labeled 
version of the chemical of interest if MS is employed) can be used to mitigate the rotational effects, 
however, they often do not exist for many analytes found in O&G waters. 
 
2.5.1 Overcoming Matrix Effects with Chromatography 
 
Another issue associated with complex matrices is the co-elution of compounds when 
separating them via LC or GC, making quantification and/or identification impossible. In addition 
to this, ion suppression in MS methods can greatly reduce sensitivity affecting MDLs and LOQs. 
One approach to ion suppression is to utilize post column infusion of known and representative 
compounds to monitor ion suppression [126,127]. Once the areas of the chromatogram 
experiencing matrix effects are located, the method can be modified to move compounds of interest 
away from these areas [126,127]. To enhance separation, 2-dimensional GC has shown great 
promise in its ability to separate compounds present in O&G waters based on their boiling point 
and polarity [24,65,82]. This has led to the identification of numerous new compounds including 
transformation products associated with the fracturing process [24,65]. Two-dimensional LC has 
not yet been applied to O&G waters, but has been successful in many other complex environmental 
matrices including wastewaters [93,128–130]. This approach may be able to provide new insight 




2.5.2 Adducts  
 
An additional effect of the relatively high TDS of O&G wastewaters hindering quantification 
in some MS methods is the prevalence of sodium adducts and other unexpected adducts formed 
during ionization that may be hard to predict [30]. Traditionally, analytical methods are developed 
in nanopure water, usually for waters that have lower concentrations of sodium; this renders these 
methods inappropriate for O&G wastewaters. In particular, sodium adducts pose a problem for 
typical methods of quantification because they do not fragment as well as protonated and 
ammonium adducts [80]. Previous work has demonstrated that even among PEGs, PEG-Cs, and 
PPGs, where each homologue is closely related by chemical structure, the predominant adducts 
will shift from sodium to ammonium in produced water samples as the ethoxylated or propylated 
chains increase in length [31,80]. To reduce sodium adducts and improve quantification methods, 
removal of TDS through sample preparation, changing the ionization sources, or adding 
ammonium acetate or ammonium formate to the mobile phase to promote ammonium adducts may 
be performed [57,131,132]. Otherwise, careful selection of internal standards or matrix-matched 
calibrations may be used to account for ion suppression. In general, a matrix-matched calibration 
curve is recommended for most analyses in conjugation with surrogate and internal standards 
(when available). These approaches become difficult because reference materials, which are 
standardized substances used as a measurement base, are currently unavailable for flowback and 
produced waters. 
 
2.5.3 Homologous Series  
 
Homologous surfactants are used in fracturing operations primarily to adjust viscosity and pose 
a unique quantification challenge. These surfactants are often only commercially available as 
mixes, containing many individual homologues. These mixtures may only contain 70% of the 
desired homologues, while the other 30% may be composed of impurities, thus making 
quantification challenging. To address this issue, one approach would be to synthesize pure 
standards or use column fractionation to separate mixes into individual homologues and proceed 
with traditional quantification methods. This method would be time consuming and relatively 
expensive, but the use of synthesized standards has been successful in past quantitative analysis of 
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nonylphenol ethoxylates, which are surfactants commonly used in HVHF, and their carboxylated 
metabolites in river water [133,134]. An additional solution, which may enable semi-
quantification, would be to assume that each member of the homologous series ionizes with the 
same efficiency, this would allow concentrations to be assigned to each homologue using the 
relative proportions of peak areas when compared to homologue mixes acquired as standards. This 
method has not been utilized in O&G wastewater, but has been used for the analysis of 
benzalkonium chloride, a commonly used surfactant with antimicrobial properties, in wastewater-




According to the US Energy Information Administration (EIA) in 2015, 52% of crude oil and 
50% of dry natural gas came from shale and tight oil resources [135]. EIA predicts those 
percentages to grow [135]. With that growth, the challenges of managing O&G wastewater, both 
within and outside of the oilfield, will continue. Because HVHF is often an essential component 
to that expansion, it is important that the characterization of these types of wastewaters be 
standardized and methods to meet this need be developed. Therefore, standard methods will have 
to be created, modified, and/or verified, particularly for organic analyses. A critical part of creating 
new standard methods will be validating their performance. The following are two guideline 
documents that will be important in the validation process: (1) USP Chapter 1225: Validation of 
Compendial Methods; and (2) the International Conference on Harmonization (ICH) Guideline: 
Validation of Analytical Procedures. When validating previously established methods, robustness 
is crucial in assessing the quantitative aspects (e.g., recovery), and due to the chemical variability 
of these waters, robustness will be a vital factor to consider when developing standard methods for 
flowback and produced waters. Further, system suitability test limits must also be defined and 
evaluated (e.g., resolution, tailing factors, capacity factors, or column efficiency in a 
chromatographic method). To meet these goals, appropriate reference materials will be required. 
The development of these materials should be a top priority for the scientific community. Finally, 
when applying method validation practices to newly developed methods created for analyzing 
O&G waters, it is imperative to determine if they are sufficiently sensitive for toxicity and 
regulation assessment if these waters are considered for beneficial use.  
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Here, we presented several potential sample preparation and detection approaches and issues 
with some current standard methods. Approaches may include (currently) under-utilized ionization 
techniques like APCI and have the potential to provide researchers with more insight into these 
fluids. Also, we predict the need for both hard and soft ionization GC methods for the general 
characterization of these waters, especially when identifying unknowns. However, the final fate of 
these waters will require advanced characterization methods that can be performed by multiple 
laboratories. Given the ability to provide rich datasets that enable compound-specific 
determinations, it is likely that HRMS will continue to play a crucial role in the identification of 




CHAPTER 3  
 
TEMPORAL CHARACTERIZATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF FLOWBACK 
AND PRODUCED WATERS AND THEIR POTENTIAL FOR REUSE 
 
Modified from an article published in Science of the Total Environment1 
Karl Oetjen2,3, Kevin E. Chan2, Kristoffer Gulmark4, Jan H. Christensen4, Jens Blotevogel5, 




Hydraulic fracturing (HF) has allowed for the utilization of previously unattainable shale oil 
and gas (O&G) resources. After HF is complete, the waters used to increase the facies’ 
permeability return uphole as wastewaters. When these waters return to the surface, they are 
characterized by complex organic and inorganic chemistry, and can pose a health risk if not 
handled correctly. Therefore, these waters must be treated or disposed of properly. However, the 
variability of these waters’ chemical composition over time is poorly understood and likely limits 
the applicability of their reuse. This study examines the water chemistry of a hydraulically 
fractured site in the Niobrara formation throughout the flowback period. Samples were collected 
every other day for the first 18 days, then on a regular basis for three months. We identified HF 
fluid additives, including benzalkonium chlorides (BACs), alkyl ethoxylates (AEOs), and 
polyethylene glycols (PEGs), as well as geogenic components present in flowback and produced 
waters, their overall temporal pattern, and variables affecting the reuse of these waters. 
Observations indicate that alkalinity and iron may limit the reuse of these waters in HF, while 
chloride and alkalinity may limit the use of these waters for well-casing cement. The presence of 
numerous surfactant homologs, including biocides, was also observed, with the highest levels at 
the beginning of the flowback period. Principal component analysis identified three unique 
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4  Department of Plant and Environmental Sciences, University of Copenhagen 
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6 Department of Chemistry, Colorado State University 
7 Department of Soil and Crop Sciences, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO 80523, USA 
8 Corresponding author  
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groupings in the chemical data that correspond to different stages in the flowback period: (1) the 
flowback stage (days 1-2); (2) the transition stage (days 6-21); and (3) the produced water stage 
(days 21-87). Results from this study will be important when designing decision frameworks for 
assessing water treatment options, particularly if onsite treatment is attempted. Successful 
reclamation of these waters may alleviate stress on water resources that continues to negatively 
impact the U. S. 
 
3.2 Introduction  
 
The impact of horizontal fracturing of oil and gas (O&G) wells on the environment, 
particularly with reference to water acquisition and use, has been highly debated [7,68,136–138]. 
A typical horizontal fracturing operation may require up to 20,000 m3 (5 million gallons) of water, 
commonly referred to as source water, to complete a single well. In northeast Colorado, within the 
Denver-Julesburg (DJ) basin, source water is often acquired from surface water and groundwater, 
with a small fraction coming from recycled water from O&G actives [4]. The overall water demand 
for hydraulic fracturing (HF) in the state is roughly 5 billion gallons per year, with approximately 
89% (~4.45 billion gallons) of the water used coming from Weld County and Garfield County [4]. 
This demand equates to approximately 1.3% of the total freshwater use in these counties [139] and 
nearly twice the amount of water that Boulder County uses for municipal purposes [4]. Yet, 100% 
of the wells within the DJ basin are located in an area of high or extreme water stress [4] 
exacerbated by high residential, agricultural, and other industrial water demands. 
After the well fracturing is complete, injection waters return to the surface as O&G 
wastewaters [1,5,6]. In the beginning of this ‘flowback period’, these wastewaters are thought to 
be more representative of the injection waters rather than deep subsurface fluids know as formation 
waters, and are referred to as flowback waters [1,5,6]. As the flowback period continues, the 
flowback water begins to acquire the characteristics of the O&G formation water; subsequently, 
the water coming from the well is referred to as produced waters [1,5,6]. In Colorado, over 16 
billion gallons of produced water are brought to the surface annually [10], while the annual U.S. 
produced water volume is 870 billion gallons [11] – a substantial fraction of this water volume is 
in need of treatment to satisfy Clean Water Act standards. More produced water is brought to the 
surface in the US than source water needed for HF—in 2014 the total HF water use in the U.S. 
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was 97.5 billion gallons [4]; thus, it is possible to create a closed system for HF water reuse. 
However, the handling and transportation of these fluids may make complete reuse economically 
infeasible. 
Produced waters are comprised of a geogenic portion, consisting of compounds native to the 
geologic formation, and additives, which contain chemicals used to stimulate the formation of 
fractures and aid in well production [11,30,39,42,46,80]. The geogenic portion of these waters 
contain numerous organic and inorganic constituents that potentially hinder the ability of reuse 
[15,16,140]. Not surprisingly, these waters also contain petroleum hydrocarbons, including 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) [5,11,39]. The synthetic portion of these waters is 
generally composed of two major components: polyethylene glycols (PEGs) and alkyl ethoxylates 
(AEOs) [31,80]. Recent studies showed that these compounds accounted for approximately 20% 
of the liquid chromatography (LC)-compatible dissolved organic compounds present in O&G 
wastewater in the DJ Basin [31,80]. These chemicals serve a variety of purposes in the fracturing 
process and are commonly used as surfactants, clay stabilizers, and friction reducers [63,80]. 
Due to their complexity, produced waters are difficult and costly wastewater to treat once they 
reach the surface. In the U.S., 95.2-98% of produced water is re-injected; of this, 55% is injected 
to maintain formation pressure and increase the output of producing wells, while ~40% is injected 
for disposal [12]. Both of these have the detrimental effect of uncontrollable subsurface flow and 
variable formation pressure, which led the state of Oklahoma to ban some regional injection due 
to costly seismic effects [141]. The remaining 5% of the water is disposed of using alternative 
methods, with only a small fraction reclaimed for beneficial use [12]. Recently, there have been 
increased interests from the industry, the scientific community, and the public in using produced 
waters from O&G operations as a new source of water for areas with water scarcity [4,13–15]. 
In addition to reuse in O&G activities, these waters may serve as a supplement or an alternative 
to fresh water for crop irrigation, livestock watering, municipal and industrial uses, as well as other 
beneficial uses [35,142–144]. Although alternative uses for these waters could greatly benefit 
communities, careful consideration of their chemical and biological composition must be given 
before treatment or reuse. Additionally, characterization of these waters is equally important when 
applying management practices and handling potential surface spills [47,145]. While identifying 
components in these waters is imperative, the changing site conditions pose additional unique 
problems. Unlike common industrial wastewaters, O&G wastewaters from HF and well production 
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are temporally variable [3,5,16]. Because wastewater treatment systems are designed for a given 
range of contaminant concentrations, the changing influent conditions can pose technical 
problems. Thus, understanding the temporal variability of produced water composition is 
fundamental to water treatment system design. 
Numerous studies have characterized produced and flowback waters; however, many of these 
studies take a spatial approach, looking at multiple wells at one-time point [11,14,16–20,105,110]. 
Although a few studies have analyzed waters temporally, limited data are available, particularly 
pertaining to the synthetic fraction of the water, as well as the potential for microbial community 
variation [5,22,32]. Understating the temporal variability of flowback and produced water quality 
will affect the treatment and reuse of these waters, particularly when considering inorganic 
constituents that may cause mineral scaling in treatment processes. 
The composition of microbial communities may affect the end use of produced waters, but 
could also inform the nature of subsurface microbiology in a given formation [146]. A large suite 
of studies have characterized microbial communities associated with hydraulically fractured shales 
such as the Marcellus and Barnett formations, but little is known about the microbial ecology of 
the Niobrara formation [16,147]. Prior investigations have revealed a dominance of 
strict/facultative anaerobic, fermentative bacteria such as the genera Halolactibacillus, 
Marinobacter, and Halomonas. Members of the orders Halanaerobiales, Clostridiales, and 
Synergistia have been reported to be present in the Barnett and Marcellus formations and 
associated with sulfate, sulfur, and thiosulfate reduction [22,147,148]. With respect to O&G 
operations, some microbiota may cause souring of natural gas due to sulfide production, decrease 
formation permeability, and corrode equipment [16,46,149]: the reuse of these waters for HF of 
new wells could potentially accelerate sour-gas production, biofouling, biocorrosion, and scale 
formation [16,149–155]. Therefore, defining the variability of produced water quality plays an 
important role in the water’s end-use.  
This study examines a hydraulically fractured well in Weld County, Colorado throughout the 
flowback period. The well is located in the Niobrara formation within the Wattenberg Field. This 
well was fractured using hybrid gel and slickwater-based fluid, which relied on high viscosity and 
velocity to transport the proppant [33]. Water samples were collected on a regular basis for three 
months from the beginning of the flowback period. The purpose of this study was to investigate 
the composition of flowback waters throughout the flowback period, focusing on the synthetic and 
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geogenic fractions and microbial community composition. This was accomplished through 
implementation of high-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) through liquid chromatography 
quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometry (LC-QToF-MS), gas chromatography mass 
spectrometry (GC-MS), small sub-unit (SSU) microbial community analysis, and traditional water 
quality analysis. Using the collected data, the objectives of this study were to (1) characterize 
microbial diversity throughout the flowback period, (2) identify which synthetic and geogenic 
components are present in the flowback and produced waters and their overall temporal pattern, 
and (3) determine the transition time from flowback to produced water. This study provides unique 
insight into these objectives owing to the high-resolution sampling and broad suite of analytical 
procedures employed. 
 
3.3 Materials and methods 
 
3.3.1 Chemicals and reagents 
 
All solvents used in the experiments (n-hexane, acetone, methylene chloride, 2-propanol, 
methanol, acetonitrile, and water) were Optima grade and purchased from Fisher Scientific 
(Hampton, NH). The chemical standards were analytical grade when available and purchased 
through Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and Restek (Bellefonte, PA). 
 
3.3.2 Sample collection and well information 
 
HF flowback and produced waters were collected from a horizontally fractured well located in 
the Wattenberg Field of the DJ Basin. The target facies for the well was the Niobrara formation. 
Source water for the fracturing activity (day 0) was surface water that was stored on site in a 
holding tank. A list of additives used in the fracturing process of this well can be found in Table 
A.1. Samples from days 1 and 2 were collected from holding tanks on site, before the well was put 
into production. The subsequent samples were collected after the fluid passed through a horizontal 
O&G separator. After the day 1 sample was collected, the well was shut in for 39 days before 
being allowed to continue to flowback. At this time, sample 2 (“day 2”) was collected. Samples 
were then collected every other day for 18 days. Subsequently, samples were collected on days 21, 
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25, 31, 45, 60, and 87. All samples were collected in burned 1-L amber glass bottles, placed on 
ice, and stored at 4 °C. 
 
3.3.3 Microbial community analysis 
 
Samples prepared for microbial community analysis were stored at –20 °C until further 
processing. Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) was isolated using the PowerSoil DNA Isolation Kit 
(MO BIO Laboratories, Carlsbad, CA) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Amplification, 
purification, and normalization for 16S rRNA gene libraries were carried out using the method 
outlined in Kozich et al. 2013 using dual index V4 specific primers (Integrated DNA Technologies, 
Coralville, IA) [156]. Sequencing of prepared 16S rRNA gene libraries was performed at the 
BioFrontiers Laboratory in Boulder, CO via the MiSeq platform (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA). 
Sequencing reads were analyzed with the Quantitative Insights into Microbial Ecology (v1.9) 
[157] bioinformatics software package following the methods outlined in Frank et al. and Vuono 
et al. [158,159]. Operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were picked de novo using USEARCH 6.1 
[160] and representative sequences were aligned using pyNAST [161] against the Greengenes 
reference database [162,163].  
 
3.3.4 Inorganic and traditional water quality parameters 
 
Conductivity, pH, iodide concentration, and temperature were measured in the laboratory using 
handheld probes (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA). Alkalinity as CaCO3 was 
measured by titrating with sulfuric acid to a pH endpoint of 4.6 following Hach Method 8203. 
Samples were filtered through a 0.45 μm polyethersulfone membrane filter (VWR International, 
Radnor, PA) and analyzed for anions using ion chromatography (IC; ICS-900, Dionex, Sunnyvale, 
CA). The sample was separated using a Dionex IonPac AS14A-5 µm, 3x150 mm column using an 
eluent of 8.0 mM sodium carbonate and 1.0 mM sodium bicarbonate at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. 
The filtered samples were also analyzed for chemical oxygen demand (COD) and ammonia (NH3-
N) concentrations using Hach TNTplus kits and a Hach DR 6000 spectrophotometer. These 
filtered samples were then acidified with 100 µL nitric acid and analyzed for cations using 
inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES; Optima 5300 DV, 
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PerkinElmer, Fremont, CA), and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentration using a carbon 
analyzer (Shimadzu TOC-L, Columbia, MD). Unfiltered samples were also analyzed for total 
organic carbon (TOC) and total nitrogen (TN) using the same carbon analyzer. 
 
3.3.5 Hydrophilic organic analysis 
 
Water samples were prepared for analysis using a salt assisted liquid-liquid extraction. A 15 
mL falcon tube was filled with 1.2 g NaCl, 5 mL of sample, and 2 mL of Optima acetonitrile and 
vortexed for 30 seconds. The acetonitrile supernatant was then transferred to a micro-centrifuge 
tube and centrifuged at 17,000 x G relative centrifugal force (RCF) for 10 minutes. A 162.5 µL 
portion of the extract was transferred to an auto sampler vial containing 1137.5 µL of Optima 
water. 
The separation of the analytes was carried out using a Shimadzu CBM-20A System Controller 
equipped with two LC-30AD binary pumps and a CTO-30A Column Oven (Kyoto, Japan). The 
chromatography column used was a reversed-phase Luna 3 µm C18(2) 100 Å 50 × 4.6 mm 
(Phenomenex Torrance, CA), and the temperature was maintained at 40 °C. The injected sample 
volume was 500 μL. Mobile phases A and B were Optima grade water (with 0.1% formic acid) 
and Optima grade acetonitrile, respectively. At a constant flow rate of 0.4 mL/min, Mobile phase 
B was ramped using a linear gradient from 4 to 6% between 0.5 and 5 minutes. Mobile phase B 
was then ramped again to 32% by 8.5 minutes where it was then increased to 35% by 15 minutes. 
Finally, Mobile phase B was brought to 95% by 35 minutes and held for 5 minutes. 
The extracted sample was injected into an AB SCIEX TripleTOF 5600 equipped with a 
DuoSpray Ion Source (Framingham, MA). The sample was analyzed in positive electrospray ion 
(ESI+) mode because the majority of previously detected constituents ionize in positive mode 
[14,30,31,33,66]. The TOF experiment was operated under the following conditions: curtain gas 
25 L/min, temperature 500 °C, Collision energy 5 eV, and mass range 50-1200 m/z. The MS/MS 
or information dependent acquisition (IDA) experiment’s conditions were as follows: only ions 
with a mass greater than 75 m/z and an intensity greater than 750 cps, excluding isotopes within 2 
Da (5 ppm mass tolerance), were targeted. The maximum number of candidate ions to monitor per 
cycle was 12 and former target ions were excluded for 13 seconds after 3 occurrences. To improve 
the ion selection process, dynamic background subtract (DBS) was used to subtract the previous 
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survey scan from the active scan before applying any other IDA selection criteria. This process 
eliminates ion response variability observed in typical background conditions. The mass 
spectrometer was calibrated manually daily and mass accuracy was below 2 ppm. The instrument 
was also calibrated automatically between every 2 samples. 
The data were processed using MasterView software (AB Sciex Framingham, MA). Peak 
picking was performed using PeakView (AB Sciex Framingham, MA). A peak was considered if 
the mass error for the parent ion was under 5 ppm and the intensity was greater than 1000 cps. 
Samples were screened against a library of standards that were chosen based on previous literature 
and the FracFocus database [30,31,66,72,80]. To be considered a positive library identification, 
reverse fit and forward fit scores were required to be 90% or higher. The constraint tolerances for 
the candidate search were that precursor ion mass error was required to be less than 5 ppm and the 
intensity threshold of fragments within 5%. Only 27 compounds met these strict criteria and 
therefore were considered for trend analysis. A complete list of these compounds can be found in 
appendix A (Figures A1- A3). However, over 1600 features with unique retention times and mass 
to charge ratios were detected during the course of the flowback period and will be discussed in 
future work. 
 
3.3.6 Hydrophobic organic analysis 
 
Analytes were extracted from samples following the solid phase extraction (SPE) method 
outlined in Regnery et al. [39]. Samples were extracted using an AutoTrace 280 SPE unit (Thermo 
Scientific, Waltham, MA). SPE was performed using 6 mL SPE Supra-Clean C18-S columns 
(PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) with 500 mg of adsorbate. Prior to extraction, a 10 mL sample was 
diluted with 80 mL Optima water and 10 mL of 2-propanol. Following US EPA Method 625, two 
surrogate standards, 2-fluorobiphenyl and p-terphenyl-d14, were also added. The cartridges were 
first conditioned with 3 mL n-hexane/acetone 1:1 (v/v), 3 mL of methanol, followed by 5 mL of 
Optima water. The samples were then passed through the cartridge at 4 mL/min. The cartridges 
were rinsed with 5 mL of Optima water before being dried using ultra-high purity (UHP) nitrogen 
for 1 hour. Analytes were then eluted from the cartridges three times with 3 mL of n-
hexane/acetone 1:1 (v/v). The eluent was then evaporated using UHP nitrogen at room temperature 
to a final volume of 500 µL, and the extracts were stored below 0 °C until analysis. 
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The extracts were analyzed using an Agilent 6890 gas chromatograph equipped with an HP 
5973 single quadrupole mass spectrometer (Palo Alto, CA) following the method outlined by 
Gallotta and Christensen, (2012) [164]. Only the 16 PAHs outlined by EPA Method 625 for 
priority monitoring in water and wastewater were considered in this study. Eight deuterated PAH 
standards were added to the extracts as internal standards. An eleven-point standard curve was 
constructed using authentic PAH standards with concentrations ranging from 3 to 2000 ng/ml. 
Sample extracts, standard solutions, and solvent blanks were then analyzed by GC-MS. 1 µL 
aliquots were injected in splitless mode at an injection temperature of 315 °C. A 60 m ZB-5 (0.25 
mm I.D., 0.25 µm film thickness) capillary column was used for chromatographic separation under 
the following oven temperature program: 40 °C held for 2 min, 25 °C/min to 100 °C, then followed 
by an increase of 5 °C/min to 315 °C (held for 13.4 min). A total of 55 mass-to-charge ratios 
divided into 12 groups were acquired in SIM mode [164]. Samples were quantified using the most 
appropriate deuterated PAH internal standard for each of the 16 US-EPA PAHs [164]. 
Concentrations were not corrected for the recovery of the analytes during the SPE extraction 
because only two surrogate standards were added, and correction for recovery during the SPE step 
did not significantly change the results.  
 
3.3.7 Quality assurance and quality control 
 
Trip blanks were filled with optima grade water and used during each sampling event, while 
field blanks were filled onsite with optima grade water during each sampling event. Duplicate 
samples were analyzed for all chemical constituents. For hydrophilic organic chemical analysis, 
standards of the 27 compounds considered for trend analysis were only commercially available as 
reagent mixes of each class, containing many individual homologues and numerous impurities. 
For example, the PEG standard contained approximately 100 features, and based on fragmentation 
data, many of these were impurities. Due to this and the absence of surrogate standards, true 
quantification was infeasible. Instead, a semi-quantitative approach was taken, as detailed in 
appendix A Section 2 and Table A.2. DNA extraction and sequencing blanks were processed 
alongside collected samples using nuclease-free water (HyClone, Logan, UT) to confirm 




3.3.8 Statistical analysis  
 
Principal component analysis (PCA) and hierarchical clustering were used to identify 
groupings observed throughout the flowback period using OriginPro 2016 (Northampton, MA). 
An eigenvalue greater than three was used to determine the number of principal components based 
on the scree plot of correlation matrix [165–167]. Hierarchical clustering was used to identify 
relatively homogeneous variables and confirm PCA results [165]. The hierarchical clustering 
analysis was performed using a group average cluster method, while a Pearson correlation was 
used to create the distance matrix that was used to measure similarity in patterns across variables, 
regardless of overall magnitude. 
 
3.4 Results and discussion 
 
3.4.1 Microbial community analysis 
 
The microbial communities present in the flowback and produced water varied throughout the 
flowback period. The relative abundance of the microorganisms present in each sample at the order 
taxonomic rank is shown in Figure 3.1 for the 64 days of sampling. 
 
Figure 3.1 Order-level classifications of the 16S rRNA gene sequences from flowback and 




Throughout the flowback period, the Bacteria domain was dominant in all samples, while 
Archaea remained below detection limits until day 18 of flowback with the emergence of the order 
Methanobacteriales. Most sequences from the O&G wastewater samples belonged to the class 
Firmicutes (40-90%). During the first days of the flowback period, the microbial community was 
primarily composed of the orders Lactobacillales, Thermoanaerobacterales, Clostridiales, and 
Bacteroidales. The high abundance of spore-forming organisms may indicate a growing response 
to biocide additions or rapidly changing environmental conditions, such as temperature or salinity 
[16,147,168]. Similar communities have been isolated from other shale gas reservoirs such as the 
Barnett or Marcellus [16,147]. Sequences affiliated with Clostridiales and 
Thermoanaerobacterales are obligate anaerobes that are distinguished from the class of Bacilli by 
lacking aerobic respiration [169], and thus are not a surprise to find in this hydrocarbon-rich, O2-
poor environment. However, a significant finding is that the subsurface microbial community 
shifted drastically during flowback days 10-16, with an increase in the relative abundance of the 
order Bacilliales. Sequences belonging to the families Paenibacilliaceae and Bacilliaceae increase 
from their initial abundance to dominate 30-40% of the community structure. These species are 
known to be facultative anaerobic or obligate aerobic bacteria and aid in composting in surface 
environments, though their roles in subsurface environments are less-well characterized [169]. 
Water quality trends with pH and temperature remained consistent before and after the biological 
shift, suggesting a low level of influence on the microbial structure. Sixteen spore forming bacteria 
have been isolated from an oil reservoir located in a deep-water production basin in Brazil that 
belonged to the genus Bacillus [170]. These strains were tested for their ability to degrade Arabian 
Light and Marlin oils, but only seven strains demonstrated the capacity to degrade both types [170]. 
These strains were also capable of growing in the presence of different hydrocarbons as the 
primary, and only, carbon source [170]. The spike in the abundance of the genus Bacillus and 
Paenibacillus, on average growing from 1% to as high as 60%, may be due to an observed increase 
in aromatic hydrocarbons that occurred between flowback days 8-16 (Figure 3.4 in section 3.4.4). 
An increase in TOC concentration may also have contributed to the greater abundance of 
Bacilliales with their ability to utilize various forms of carbon for growth [169]. However, without 
further analysis on potential gene functions, the relationships between strain abundance and 
metabolic pathways remain unknown. 
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After day 18, organisms from the orders Clostridiales, Bacteroidales, and Methanobacteriales 
developed a more stable community through the end of the sampling period. The increase in the 
relative abundance of Methanobacteriales likely indicates the production of methane in the 
subsurface, though we did not have access to methane concentration values or reflected change in 
time across the sampling period. Salinity is an important driver for the development of a microbial 
community because organisms are selected for their ability to regulate their osmotic equilibrium 
[171]. The response of increasing relative abundance of anaerobic and halotaolerant species, such 
as Bateroidales, may correspond to the observed temporal increase of sodium cations and chloride 
anions (Figures A4-A5) [16,172]. Previous studies in the Barnett shale have found the microbial 
community to be dominated by species affiliated with the class Clostidia and order 
Halanaerobiales [16,22,147,173]. These halotolerant organisms are present in high salinity 
environments with their ability to maintain osmotic balances by accumulating potassium chloride 
[16,174]. Although a majority population of Halanaerobiales was not identified in the current 
system, an increase of organisms related to Clostridia is observed through time. It is speculated 
that a similar process for osmotic equilibrium is occurring that results in the observed dominance 
of potassium cations and chloride anions as previously mentioned [175]. 
It is interesting to note that a majority of dominant organisms in prior investigations, such as 
Arcobacter, Halolactibacillus, Methanohalophilus, Cytophaga, and Marinobacter [22,173], are 
not in high abundance in the current study. This may result from variable environmental conditions 
such as temperature, soil composition, and nutrient availability, molding the subsurface microbial 
communities differently. However, in accordance with previous studies, we initially observed a 
greater abundance of the genus Pseudomonas that decreased over time [62]. In addition, the 
abundance of archaea related to methogenic activity increased from below 1% to greater than 15% 
on day 64, similar to past experiments in the Marcellus shale [22]. Phylogenic data reveals 
organisms closely related to known sulfidogenic organisms such as the genera Shewanella and 
Thermoanaerobacter [147]. Additional sulfur species give the potential for the growth of 
sulfidogenic microorganisms using nonsulfate compounds in their metabolism. In terms of human 
and environmental health, as well as reducing production costs due to bio/corrosion or souring of 
natural gas, these organisms need to be controlled when processed for environmental disposal or 




3.4.2 Inorganic constituents in flowback water: implications for onsite reuse 
 
Results from water analysis revealed that sodium, potassium, and chloride are the ions with 
the highest concentration in the flowback and produced water throughout the 90 days of sampling. 
As previously observed by others [3,5,17,22], the concentrations of the three ions increased 
through time and become more representative of the produced (formation) waters; however, the 
ratios between these major constituents remain ultimately unchanged (Figure A4). Throughout the 
sampling period, total dissolved solids (TDS) concentration increased and followed the same 
general trend of chloride concentration (Figure A5). A major concern in reusing flowback and 
produced waters in shale fracturing operations is the potential for contaminants to interfere with 
the fracturing process. Compounds known to interfere with the fracturing process were compared 
to guidelines obtained by a third party oilfield service provider (Figure 3.2). A summary of these 
compounds can be found in appendix A Table A.3. The pH of these waters is suggested to be 
between 6 and 8 to prevent clay hydration in the fracturing process. The pH has also been shown 
to severely retard the pumping time when outside this range. The pH in the majority of the water 
samples in our study fall within this range; however, the highest pH was recorded in the source 
waters, indicating that some chemical treatment will be needed before fracturing with this water 
(Figure A4). Sulfate also has major implications for cement and fracturing waters, and as noted 
above, on the microbiota in the subsurface ecosystem. A concentration higher than 500 mg/L has 
shown to limit the effectiveness of cross-linkers in the fracturing fluid, which is needed to maintain 
the viscosity of the fracturing fluid [72], while a concentration of sulfate higher than 2000 mg/L 
decreases the strength of cement. The highest concentration of sulfate was recorded on day 1 and 





Figure 3.2 Temporal patterns of constituents of concern for reuse of produced waters as cement 
and injection waters. Suggested limits (dashed lines) were obtained via personal communication 
and said to be based on internal Global Laboratory Best Practices, Gold Medal Standards, and the 
Rockies Cementing Minimum Field Water Test Requirements. 
 
While the sulfate concentration was well below the cement water limit, it does approach the 
injection water limit. However, by day 2 the sulfate concentration dropped to 224 mg/L, much 
lower than the suggested fracturing criteria. A similar trend was observed for iron; while the 
concentration was below the suggested limit for cement waters, it was over twice the suggested 
limit of 22 mg/L for fracturing fluids on the initial day of flowback (Figure 3.2e). Concentrations 
of iron above 10 mg/L can lead to over crosslinking and temperature instability [176].  After day 
1, the concentration dropped to 1.1 mg/L, well below the reuse criteria. While no limit exists for 
chloride for reuse as injection fluid, on day 8 chloride levels exceeded the level for cement water 
of 7,000 mg/L (Figure 3.2b). Calcium and magnesium both remained below the injection and 
cement water limit throughout the sampling period (Figure 3.2c and 3.2d). After this time, the 
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water would require some level of treatment to be used as cement waters due to increased setting 
times. Alkalinity has been shown to cause fluid instability, affect pH control, and cause scaling 
[176,177].  When concentrations of bicarbonate are higher, a shift in pH can convert the 
bicarbonate to carbon dioxide, increasing the corrosivity of the produced water [176,177]. 
However, if the pH of the water is adjusted to compensate for elevated concentrations of carbon 
dioxide and bicarbonate, there is an increased risk of scaling, precipitated carbonates, and clay 
swelling within the reservoir [176,177]. In both scenarios, the corrosion potential for subsurface 
equipment increases and the risk of corrosion by‐products inhibiting formation permeability and 
causing formation damage increases too [176,177].  With the exception of days 10 and 12 in which 
the alkalinity of the flowback water was above the injection limit, after day 1 flowback waters 
were above the injection water limit of 300 mg/L until day 64 (Figure 3.2a). Therefore, some form 
of treatment would be required in the first two months of flowback before reuse of this water in 
fracturing. 
 
3.4.3 Inorganic constituents in flowback water: disinfection byproduct concerns 
 
The elevated levels of halides present in produced waters must be addressed before treatment 
or discharge to the environment. The elevated concentrations of bromide and iodide may result in 
the formation of disinfection byproducts (DBPs). A recent study identified over 800 iodinated 
compounds present in flowback waters, many suspected to be formed following the addition of 
strong oxidizers during the fracturing process [110]. It has been also suggested that iodide may be 
a more potent catalyst for the formation of N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA), a potent carcinogen 
[178–180], though we did not measure for or detect NDMA. Produced water treatment may 
introduce new DBPs, which in turn may affect the subsurface microbiota, and this could be 
reflected or responsible for the community variance we observed temporally through this study 
(Figure 3.1). Other studies have discussed the formation of DBPs when produced waters are 
discharged into watersheds and then used as a source of drinking water [82,181–184]. 
Hypochlorous acid/hypochlorite can oxidize bromide and iodide to hypobromous 
acid/hypobromite (HOBr/OBr−) and hypoiodous acid/hypoiodite (HOI/OI−), which can then react 
with dissolved organic carbon (DOC) naturally present in water, forming an assortment of chloro-
, bromo-, and iodo-DBPs [178,183,185]. While brominated DBP are more genotoxic and cytotoxic 
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than chlorinated DBPs, iodo-DBPs are even more toxic and potentially tumorigenic [178,183,185]. 
Yet, limited data are available on iodide concentrations in produced water compared to bromide 
and chloride, especially throughout the fracturing process. Currently, no data exists on iodide 
concentrations throughout the fracturing process in the Niobrara. As illustrated in Figure 3.3, the 
concentrations of chloride, bromide, and iodide increase from day 1 and leveled off after ~ day 16. 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Bromide iodide, and chloride concentrations in produced waters over the 3 months 
sampling of the flowback period. 
 
Compared to other shale formations (e.g., Marcellus and Barnett), bromide and chloride 
concentrations in the Niobrara are low [183,184,186–188]. However, the iodide concentrations 
from this well remained relatively consistent with observed concentrations from other wells in the 
Marcellus [183,184,186] and Fayetteville [183]. Iodide concentrations reached 20.7 mg/L by day 
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6 and a maximum concentration of 40.8 mg/L on day 87. Parker et al. (2014) observed the 
formation of iodo-DBPs, including bromochloroiodo- methane (BCIM) and dibromoiodomethane 
(DBIM) when produced waters with an order of magnitude lower iodide concentrations were 
mixed with river water (containing a final volume of only 0.3% produced water) and then were 
chloraminated [183]. Therefore, pretreatment of halides before discharge into surface waters 
would be warranted, particularly if the discharge is upstream of drinking water treatment facilities. 
 
3.4.4 Organic fraction and bulk water quality 
 
Both TOC and DOC concentrations increased through time until approximately day 16, when 
the concentration fell slightly to a consistent steady state (Figure 3.4). Regardless, with a maximum 
TOC concentration of 1,500 mg/L and DOC of 870 mg/L, substantial reduction in their 
concentration would be required before these waters could be beneficially used for applications 
other than well fracturing. The total nitrogen (TN) and ammonia concentration both reach a 
relatively level concentration by day 8. As observed in our previous study [21], the concentration 
of total PAHs initially increased until ~day 16, when their concentration began to decrease before 
leveling off; however, they remained within an expected concentration range [39]. The COD 
concentration increased to a maximum of 3,500 mg/L on day 16 before decreasing to 1,400 mg/L 
on day 87. Although the United States EPA does not have an established limit for the discharge of 
COD from O&G activities, China’s Environmental Protection Agency has established a limit of 
<150 mg/L [189]. Compared to untreated domestic wastewater which have a typical COD 
concentration of ~800 mg/L, these values are relatively high [190]. However, other industries have 
similar COD in untreated effluents, including breweries, which may have effluent COD ranging 
from 1,800 to 3,000 mg/L [191]. Although, no criteria are given for the organic fraction of these 
waters with regards to reuse in HF, COD plays a pivotal role when considering these waters for 





Figure 3.4 Traditional water quality parameters considered in wastewater treatment throughout the 
fracturing process. 
 
3.4.5 Targeted hydrophilic organic fraction 
 
Several commonly used and previously reported surfactants were observed in the flowback 
and produced waters [30,31,66,80]. A semi-quantitative approach was used to estimate surfactant 
concentrations (appendix A Section 2). The integrated area of each homolog’s peak was summed 
for each of the three classes detected using the LC-HRMS method. These summed surfactant 
classes were then normalized against the initial area on day 1 (Figure 3.5). 
In general, all the surfactant concentrations decreased through time; however, they all 
remained at detectable levels through day 87, but below the limit of quantification (Table A.2). 
Benzalkonium chlorides (BACs) are hydrophobic cationic surfactants with an average log Koc 
value of 5.8 due to their long aliphatic tails [46]. The cationic charge of BACs has been shown to 
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permanently bond with soil surfaces [46], where in the event of a spill BACs could have a lasting 
and negative effect on soil microbiota. Studies have shown that BACs are able to sorb to clay 
surfaces well beyond their cation exchange capacity [46]. Thus, it has been hypothesized that only 
few BAC molecules, if any, will come back to the surface after injection [46]. BACs have inherent 
antimicrobial properties and are often used as topical antiseptics for skin wounds, which is 
extremely important when considering biological treatment or introduction to the environment 
[192]. For instance, the acute toxicity of BAC in water for fish has a lethal threshold (LC0) of 0.5 
mg/L and a lethal concentration (LC100) of 2.5-5 mg/L, and toxicity to Daphnia magna at even 
lower levels [49,193]. Additionally, the U.S. EPA has established a chronic reference dose (RfD) 
for BACs at 0.44 mg/kg/day [194]. 
 
Figure 3.5 Normalized surfactant integrated areas throughout the 98 days following hydraulic 
fracturing. The three groups analyzed include benzalkonium chlorides (BACs), alkyl ethoxylates 




In the current study, BAC homologues ranging from C10 to C17 were identified in the flowback 
and produced waters, with a total initial estimated concentration of 1.0 mg/L. This initial 
concentration is similar to what is seen in common hospital wastewaters [195]. Previously, only 
one study detected these BACs in produced waters and they were limited to shorter chain lengths 
(C8 – C12) [30]. The samples analyzed in the Ferrer and Thurman study (2015) were collected long 
after the first day of flowback [30]. This may explain why they did not observe the longer chain 
length BACs, as the C13 - C17 chain lengths were observed primarily in the beginning of the 
flowback period (Figure A3). 
Alkyl ethoxylates (AEOs) can be described by the formula CxH2x+2(OC2H4)nOH, or (C-x EO- 
n), where x denotes the alkyl chain length and n is the ethoxymer number. AEOs are commonly 
found in household detergents and spray cleaners [196]. In consumer products these detergents 
have alkyl chain length homologues that range from C-8 to C-18 with ethoxymer numbers that 
range from EO-0 to EO-22 [196]. The chain lengths C-12 EO6-13 and C13 EO6-11 were detected 
throughout the studied flowback period (Figure A1) with an initial estimated concentration of 0.3 
mg/L, which is similar to concentrations observed in surface waters receiving domestic effluent 
[196]. In domestic wastewater AEOs have not been considered a concern for the environment 
[196]. These surfactants are biodegradable under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions [66].  
Polyethylene glycols (PEGs), which can be described by the formula (OC2H4)nOH or (PEG-
EO-n), are widely used in medical applications, household products, and as HF additives 
[31,66,197]. PEGs were detected throughout the studied flowback period with chain lengths of 
PEG-EO10-14 at an initial estimated concentration of 16 mg/L (Figure A2). PEGs are generally 
considered biologically inert, however, it has been suggested they may increase the mobility of 
other organic HF additives and metals in the event of a spill [47,197]. PEGs can be degraded under 
anaerobic and aerobic conditions [198]. However, biodegradation typically leads to a shift in 
homolog distribution [47], which was not observed in Figure A2; therefore, there may not be much 
downhole biodegradation. However, the targeted surfactants described in this manuscript only 
represented a small percentage of the ~1600 mostly uncharacterized features detected by the LC-






3.4.6 Overall patterns of temporal variability 
 
To understand the observed variability, a PCA was performed on only the chemical data and 
on variables above the detection limit throughout the entire measured flowback period (25 
variables in total, Figure 3.6). Three principal components were observed, with principal 
component 1 (PC1) accounting for 61% of the variability, while principal component 2 (PC2) and 
3 (PC3) accounted for only 15% and 12% of the variability, respectively (Figure A6). Using this 
approach, it appears that days 1 and 2 are significantly different than the rest of the flowback 
period. This difference appears to be driven by the metals and surfactants. Based on past research 
[5,32] it was expected that synthetic constituents in these waters would return to the surface in the 
early days of the flowback period. This also corresponds with a visual change in the waters, where 
the color changed from an orange color on days 1 and 2 to a cloudy grey color on day 6 and beyond. 
This was likely due to the high iron concentrations in the first two days, and the tapping of what 
was previously undisturbed formation water. Based on the source water chemistry and the 
additives listed on FracFocus [72], it is unlikely that high levels of iron were present in the 
fracturing fluids. However, it is possible that iron was used as a crosslinker, as components listed 
only as proprietary were included in the FracFocus disclosure [72]. Another possibility is that the 
iron present came from the well casing, potentially from chemical and/or biological corrosion. 
All measured surfactant levels were highest on day 1 compared to the rest of the flowback 
period. Therefore, the large negative PC1 is understandable. The primary difference between days 
1 and 2 was the level of manganese, which reached its highest concentration on day 2. Days 6-21 
then grouped together with a positive PC1 and negative PC2 score. This group contained 
TOC/DOC and PAHs loadings, and was likely governed by the geogenic organic portion of these 
waters, as other research has reported a peak in diesel range organics around the second week of 
flowback [5,21]. All variables responsible for this grouping with negative PC2 score demonstrated 
a peak concentration after day 2, and then decreased in concentration for the remaining of the 
studied flowback period. The remaining days after day 21 grouped together. Days in this grouping 






Figure 3.6 PCA on measured variables throughout the flowback period. The primary axis refers to 
sampling days marked in red. The secondary axis refers to the loading of chemical variables 
marked in blue.  
 
In summary, using PC1 and PC2, three groupings or ‘life stages’ were observed. The first two 
days were heavily influenced by the surfactants and metals, and they represent the ‘flowback 
stage’. From this point, an increase or ‘hump’ in TOC/DOC and PAHs defined days 6-21; this 
temporary increase was also seen in the general surfactant trends and was deemed the ‘transition 
stage’. And finally, after day 21 waters were more influenced by variables characteristic of 
formation water and represents the ‘produced water stage’. Therefore, water treatment 
requirements for this well would vary based on the life stage of the well, but could be tailored to 
the three distinct stages. The results of hierarchical clustering also clearly separated flowback days 





Flowback and produced waters are complex fluids and vary considerably throughout the 
flowback period. Their temporal variability affects reuse opportunities, possibilities, and 
reclamation within the fracturing process. In addition to temporal variability, spatial variability is 
expected, but our study was limited to one well only. In this well we found based on 
microbiological data after day 18 that the orders Clostridiales, Bacteroidales, and 
Methanobacteriales develop more stable communities, and that the increase in the relative 
abundance of Methanobacteriales could indicate the production of methane in the subsurface. The 
alkalinity and iron present in these waters may limit the reuse for HF, unless a treatment method 
such as precipitation or dilution occurs first. Furthermore, chloride and alkalinity may limit the use 
of these waters for casing cement. Though the in situ microbiota are likely not a problem for water 
reuse in HF, they may present problems such as clogging and fouling of filters during water 
treatment. Other trends and the presence of other chemicals may play an important role in decisions 
concerning the beneficial use of these waters, including the presence of halides and surfactants. 
Numerous surfactant homologs, including biocides, were observed during this study, with the 
highest levels observed during the first two days of flowback. Future work will focus on the 
remaining features detected in the LC-HRMS data. These trends led to unique groupings identified 
by PCA and confirmed with hierarchical clustering, with three unique stages identified: (1) the 
flowback stage (days 1-2), (2) the transition stage (days 6-21), and (3) the produced water stage 
(days 21-87). These groupings, while they may vary between wells and formations, give treatment 
engineers greater insight to the chemical compositions of these waters and will aid treatment 
operators when deciding on treatment methods. As water scarcity continues to negatively impact 




CHAPTER 4  
 
NONTARGET ANALYSIS OF FLOWBACK AND PRODUCED WATERS USING A 
HOMOLOGOUS SERIES SCREENING APPROACH 
 
4.1 Abstract  
 
Hydraulic fracturing is used in the oil and gas extraction process to increase the permeability 
of petroleum-bearing rock facies. In addition to water, chemical additives are used to increase the 
efficiency of the fracturing event. However, the organic fraction and the temporal variation of the 
resultant produced water that returns uphole is poorly understood.  Produced water contains a 
variety of synthetic additives, propriety chemicals, and transformation products that make 
characterization extremely challenging. To combat this problem, data prioritization methods can 
be employed to remove noise and prioritize chemical features of interest.  For the prioritization of 
unknown features in hydraulic fracturing wastewater (HFWW), we used a liquid chromatography-
high resolution mass spectrometry (LC-HRMS) homologous series screening study. This 
prioritization approach was based on recognizing mass and retention time shifts within and across 
sampling events. In addition to flagging commonly observed surfactants in HFWW, this approach 
led to the identification of nonylphenol ethoxylates (NPEOs), dialkyldimethylammonium 
compounds (DADMACs), alkyltrimethylammonium compounds (ATMACs), 
alkyldimethylammonium compounds (ADMACs) previously unrecognized in HFWW and not 
disclosed in FracFocus for this well. Results from this study suggest that homologous series 
screening will be a valuable tool in further characterizing the synthetic portion of produced and 
flowback waters. Furthermore, the results from this study highlight an issue with the disclosure 




Hydraulic fracturing (HF) is a process used in the extraction of oil and gas (O&G) when these 
resources are located in rock formations with a low permeability [9,21,33]. To hydraulically 
fracture a horizontal well, anywhere from 2 to 9 million gallons (3 to 77 million liters) of water is 
required [3]. These waters, referred to as source water, are mixed with numerous synthetic 
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additives [33,41,46,199]. The additives in these injection fluids are used increase the yield of O&G 
from the facies [9,33]. After the fracturing event is complete, these fluids return uphole, along with 
formation waters present in the target facies [9,33]. Previous chemical data has demonstrated that 
the water returning uphole transitions from flowback water, which is more representative of the 
injection fluids, to produced water, which represents the geogenic fraction [9]. The quantity of 
water used to fracture the well and amount and quality of wastewater produced throughout the life 
of the well have raised concerns in the scientific community [3,9,17,41,138]. Numerous studies 
have suggested the beneficial reuse of hydraulic fracturing wastewaters (HFWW), particularly in 
areas experiencing high water stress [4,9,143,176,200]. However, further characterization of 
HFWW is required before these wastewaters can be reused and their environmental impacts fully 
examined. Characterizing the organic fraction of these waters is extremely challenging, primarily 
due to the variety of synthetic additives, the use of unknown propriety chemicals, the potential for 
chemical transformation, and difference between shale plays [33]. To combat this problem, data 
reduction and prioritization methods can be employed to remove noise and prioritize features of 
interest [201].   
A variety of data prioritization methods exist in the literature [202,203]. The majority of these 
workflows are developed for surface waters and based on monitoring data from targeted analytical 
methods and have not been applied to HFWW [33,202,203]. To date, the most successful data 
prioritization approach from nontarget analysis of HFWW relies on Kendrick mass defect (KMD) 
[31]. Many of the additives in injection waters are surfactants, which are added to maintain a 
desirable viscosity, reduce surface tension, and aid in the recovery of fluid [1,11,31,63]. These 
surfactants contain a polymeric structure, where chain length is related to the number of repeating 
units, making them ideal candidates for data prioritizing techniques like KMD analysis [31,80]. 
This transformation ensures all the related homologs in a series will have the same KMD, leading 
to the identification of unknown surfactants and other constituents in a series [204]. This approach 
has had success in identifying polyethylene glycols (PEGs) and alkyl ethoxylates (AEOs) in 
produced waters [31]. However, this approach requires some prior information and is time 
intensive when dealing with numerous samples and attempting to track surfactant classes 
temporally. Further, experimental data from produced waters contain thousands of features and 
numerous homologous series with a variety of base units [9,31,80].  
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This study builds on previous research investigating a hydraulically fractured well in Weld 
County, Colorado [9]. In this previous study, a hydraulically fractured well was sampled 
throughout the flowback period for ~3 months. It was observed that three unique stages existed 
during this time: the (1) the flowback stage (days 1–2), (2) the transition stage (days 6–21), and 
(3) the produced water stage (days 21–87). Over 1500 features with unique accurate masses were 
reported using liquid chromatography high resolution mass spectrometry (LC-HRMS), however, 
only 36 compounds could be identified using a targeted approach [9]. In this study, however, we 
propose a novel prioritization strategy utilizing a nontarget screening approach in combination 
with a nonbiased homologous series detection method [205]. Here, homologous series are 
identified based on mass and retention time shifts using a predetermined set of elements (typically 
carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen) [206]. This approach reduces user bias, as any combination of 
these elements can be considered a mass shift [206] and was successful in identifying previously 
unknown polyfluoroalkyl substances [207]. However, this type of approach has not been used to 
identify components in HFFW, nor has a study considered the unknown portion of the LC-HRMS 
data with regards to the life cycle of a hydraulically fractured well. This study uses HRMS data 
collected via liquid chromatography quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometry (LC-QToF-MS) 
to characterize samples collected throughout the flowback period of a hydraulically fractured well. 
The objectives of this study were to (1) locate homologous series present in HFWW, (2) identify 
previously undiscovered surfactants in HFWW, and (3) describe the variability observed in the LC 
compatible fraction of these waters. This study provides unique insight into these objectives owing 
to the high-resolution sampling, HRMS data, and nonbiased data analysis approach.  
 
4.3 Methods   
 
4.3.1 Background Information 
 
This study builds on the work presented in Oetjen et al. 2018 [9] HFWW samples were 
collected from a horizontally fractured well located in the Wattenberg Field of the DJ Basin. The 
target facies for the well was the Niobrara formation. Source water for the fracturing activity (day 
0) was surface water that was stored on site in a holding tank. Samples from days 1 and 2 were 
collected from holding tanks on site, before the well was put into production. The subsequent 
samples were collected after the fluid passed through a horizontal O&G separator. After the day 1 
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sample was collected, the well was shut in for 39 days before being allowed to continue to 
flowback. At this time, sample 2 (“day 2”) was collected. Samples were then collected every other 
day for 18 days. Subsequently, samples were collected on days 21, 25, 31, 45, 60, and 87. All 
samples were collected 1-L amber glass bottles, placed on ice, and stored at 4 °C. All samples 
were analyzed for general water quality parameters in Oetjen et al. 2018, including conductivity, 
pH, alkalinity, iodide, dissolved organic carbon (DOC), total organic carbon (TOC), total nitrogen 
(TN), chemical oxygen demand (COD), and ammonia (NH3-N) concentrations [9]. Samples were 
also analyzed for cations, anions, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) [9]. Specific 
method details and concentrations can be found in Oetjen et al. 2018 [9]. 
 
4.3.2 Chemicals and reagents 
 
All solvents used in the experiments (acetonitrile and water) were Optima grade and purchased 
from Fisher Scientific (Hampton, NH). The chemical standards were analytical grade when 
available and purchased through Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and Restek (Bellefonte, PA). 
 
4.3.3 Sample extraction and LC-HRMS analysis 
 
The water samples and LC-HRMS data used in this research was collected in Oetjen et al. 
2018. Samples were extracted using a salt assisted acetonitrile liquid-liquid extraction [9]. Samples 
were injected into injected into an AB SCIEX TripleTOF 5600 equipped with a reversed-phase 
Luna 3 µm C18(2) 100 Å 50 × 4.6 mm (Phenomenex Torrance, CA) [9]. The sample was analyzed 
in positive electrospray ion (ESI+) mode [9,14,30,31,33,66]. The TOF experiment was operated 
under the following conditions: curtain gas 25 L/min, temperature 500 °C, Collision energy 5 eV, 
and mass range 100-1200 m/z [9]. The MS/MS experiment performed an information dependent 
acquisition (IDA) [9]. The mass spectrometer was calibrated manually daily and mass accuracy 
was below 2 ppm. The instrument was also calibrated automatically between every two samples. 
The data were initially processed using MasterView software (AB Sciex Framingham, MA). Peak 
picking was performed using PeakView (AB Sciex Framingham, MA). A peak was considered if 
the mass error for the parent ion was under 5 ppm and the intensity was greater than 1000 cps. 
Over 1500 features with unique retention times and mass to charge ratios were detected during the 




4.3.4 Homologous series screening 
  
A separate dataframe for each day was created in Microsoft Excel that contained accurate mass, 
intensity, and retention time. Each data frame was screened for homologous series using a 
modified version of the R package ‘Nontarget’ [116,205]. Due to the large number of unknown 
features, strict quality control criteria were implemented when detecting homologous series. 
Homologous series were allowed to contain carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen and were required to 
have a minimum of five members. This criterion was set based on previously detected constituents 
[9,14,30,31,33,66]. Repeating unit mass shifts were required to be within 10 ppm mass error and 
the retention time tolerance was 1 minute. Once a series was detected, the series and each of its 
members were assigned a unique identifier. 
This approach has the potential to lead to crossmeshed series, as discussed by Loos and Singer, 
2017 [206]. This occurs when repeating units are added together to give larger mass shifts. For 
example, in the event series of polyethylene glycol (PEG) surfactants (differing by 44.03 m/z) 
were present in the sample but one member did not meet quality control standards, the script would 
make a series corresponding to two ethoxylate [-C2H4O-] units recording a mass shift of 88.05 m/z 
instead of 44.03 m/z [206]. A product of crossmeshing is the duplication of a series, creating non-
unique series. To address this issue, new dataframes were created in R and then screened within 
themselves to eliminate repeated series. If two series contained three of the same members, the 
series was identified and subjected to additional analysis. The series with the larger mass shift was 
removed unless it contained one or more members that were not located in any other series. This 
was the most conservative option to ensure no new data were discarded, however, it occasionally 
resulted in series with very similar homologues. In addition, only hydrogen, sodium, ammonium, 
and potassium adducts were considered and the only the series with the most members were 
included in further analysis. Next, each series’ presence was determined in all dataframes and 
assigned a new unique ID using ‘HomoSeriesMatcher,’ freely available on GitHub. To be matched 
in another dataframe, the three series members within 10 ppm mass error were required to be 
present. The total number of members for each day was also recorded. Finally, the identified 
accurate masses (within 10 ppm mass error) were compared to a suspect list containing over 1000 
commonly used surfactants. A final data frame was created containing the members present in 
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each series, days the series was present, the number of homologues present each day, and if the 
members were detected in the suspect list. Common fragments were also recorded. 
 
4.3.5 Identification of unknown homologous series 
 
For each prioritized homolog, a tentative formula was assigned based on the accurate mass, 
and a structure was predicted using MarkerView and the ChemSpider database. The confirmation 
of unknown features were ranked using the Schymanski scale [208]. The identity and semi 
quantification of nonylphenol ethoxylates (NPEOs) was confirmed using Tergitol™ NP-9 (Sigma-
Aldrich) as a reference standard reaching a level 1 identification. The identity and semi-
quantification of dialkyldimethylammonium compounds (DADMACs) was performed using pure 
standards of DADMAC C10:C10, C14:C14, C16:C16, and C18:C18 (Sigma-Aldrich) also 
reaching a level 1 identification.  Alkyltrimethylammonium compounds (ATMACs) identities 
were confirmed and quantified using individual standards of ATMAC 12-18 similarly reaching a 
level 1 identification. A level 3 confirmation of alkyldimethylammonium compounds (ADMACs) 
was achieved, as standards were unable to be purchased so identification relied on in silico 
fragmentation data from MasterView software. 
 
4.3.6 Statistical analysis 
 
Separate from the homologous series analysis principal component analysis of all features 
(excluding isotopes and adducts) was performed using MarkerView 2.1 (AB Sciex Framingham, 
MA). A Pareto scaling was applied, where the mean-centered data were divided by the square root 
of the standard deviation [209,210]. This was chosen over other techniques, like autoscaling, where 
each variable is made equally important by giving them the same variance regardless of magnitude, 
which is less realistic for chemical data [209,210]. Pareto scaling reduces but does not completely 
remove magnitude; this is more appropriate for chemical data, as larger peaks are more reliable 
and less affected by noise [209,210]. Principal component variable grouping (PCVG) was also 
performed to further reduce data. Here variables were grouped into a small number of groups that 
promote interpretation [209]. This unsupervised technique is based on locating correlated variables 
in PCA to explain the sample variance. Four principal components (PCs) were selected, as this 
explained ~90% of the observed variability in the PCA [209]. Variables close to the origin were 
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removed, as these create short vectors that may be caused by noise. The largest vector was then 
calculated, which was referred to as the “target vector,” and all variables within a 40° spatial angle 
were grouped [209]. The vector lengths of the members belonging to each group were then 
averaged and the members with a length greater that 50% of the target vector were used to generate 
a recentered vector [209]. This recentered vector was used to assign the final group members based 
again on a 40° spatial angle.  
 
4.4 Results and Discussion  
 
4.4.1 Homologous series analysis 
 
A total of 159 homologous series were detected throughout the flowback process (Table B.1).  
 
Figure 4.1 Homologues series detected in HFWW a) the number of homologous series present 
each day and whether the number of members increased, decreased, or stayed the same from the 
previous day (bar graph) and the percentage of features flagged as belonging to a homologous 





Of the 159 homologous series, 116 contain diagnostic ethylene oxide based surfactant fragments, 
m/z 89, 133, and 177 [31]. The number of homologous series present each day and whether the 
number of members increased, decreased, or stayed the same from the previous day were recorded 
throughout the flowback period to determine if any trends in chain length shortening occurred 
(Figure 4.1a, Table B.1). Not surprisingly, days 1-6 had the highest number of new homologous 
series present, meaning they were not observed in any previous day. Day 2 had 78 series not 
observed in Day 1; this result may have been influenced by the 39-day shut that occurred between 
the first and second day of flowback. Regardless, this corresponded to the ‘flowback stage’ or 
‘stage 1’ of the flowback period [9]. In general, the number of homologous series increased until 
day 12, when 111 unique homologous series were detected. This number remained relatively 
steady until day 16, corresponding to the ‘transition stage’ of the flowback period. From this point, 
the number of series decreased by ~70%, and from this point to day 87 only 33 series were 
detected, indicating this was likely the produced water stage. Fragmentation data, when available 
for these 33 features, contained diagnostic ethylene oxide based surfactant fragments. Overall, the 
percentage of features belonging to homologous series closely followed the general trend of the 
total number of series, with approximately 25% of the total features belonged to a homologous 
series during until day 16, corresponding to the middle of the transition stage (stage 2). As the 
flowback period continued, the number of features that could be explained by homologous series 
decreased. This decrease was expected, as the well is entering the produced water stage (stage 3) 
and becoming more heavily influenced by the geogenic portion of these waters.  Thus, this data 
prioritization approach may serve as a qualitative way of monitoring well age in the future. It is 
important to mention that the way the ‘HomoSeriesMatcher’ processes data: in the event a member 
of the homologous series was missing or filtered out in the QA/QC process, the script will then 
identify every other member and the mass shift will be doubled. The most abundant repeating unit 
was an ethylene oxide unit [-CH2CH2O-], which corresponds to mass shifts of ± 44.03 m/z, ± 88.05 
m/z (two ethylene oxide units), and ± 132.08 m/z (three ethylene oxide units). The second most 
common mass shift detected was an alkyl unit, ± 14.01 m/z and ± 28.03 m/z, which corresponds 
to one and two [-CH2-] units respectively (Figure 4.1b). Finally, the mass shift ± 58.04 m/z was 
initially thought to be propylene oxide group [-CH2CH(CH3)-O-], however, based on accurate 
mass and fragmentation data, this group instead is related to the combination of an alkyl group and 
ethylene oxide unit [206]. The remaining mass shifts are combinations of ethoxylate and alkyl 
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homologue units. While some may consider this double-counting a series, each series was required 
to have at least one unique member ensuring no valuable information was discarded (Table B.1). 
Additionally, many of these ‘duplicated’ masses appear at different retention times suggesting they 
might be isomers rather than truly a duplicated series.  
 
4.4.2 Previously unreported surfactant classes in HFWW 
 
Importantly, nonylphenol ethoxylates (NPEOs) were identified using the homologous 
screening tool (Table 4.1, Table B.2).  
Table 4.1 Structures of previously unreported surfactant classes in 
hydraulic fracturing wastewaters. 
Class Name Structure Detected Homologues 
NPEOs 
 




n ≠ m 






n = 6,8,12,14,16 
 
Chain lengths of NPEO3-17 were observed in flowback and produced waters with the highest 




Figure 4.2 Normalized surfactant integrated areas throughout the 87 days following hydraulic 
fracturing and speciation of homologues. The four groups analyzed include a) nonylphenol 
ethoxylates (NPEOs), b) dialkyldimethylammonium compounds (DADMACs), c) 
alkyltrimethylammonium compounds (ATMACs), and d) alkyldimethylammonium compounds 
(ADMACs). 
 
NPEO concentrations then decreased dramatically, but were present throughout the flowback 
process. In general, these surfactants followed the same trends as the benzalkonium chlorides 
(BACs), linear alkyl ethoxylates (LAEs), and polyethylene glycols (PEGs) previously reported in 
this water [9]. NPEOs are considered toxic to many aquatic species. The U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) has added NPEO1-4 to the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), while 
the European Union has banned NPEOs for household use. These shorter chain lengths are 
considered more toxic, persistent, and estrogenic than their parent compounds [133,211,212]. 
Recent research has suggested that NPEOs in synthetic HFWW can be readily biodegraded 
through enzymatic chain shortening and conversion of ethoxylate units to temporarily 
accumulating metabolites (i.e., acetate) prior to mineralization/assimilation under anaerobic 
conditions [133,134,213]. However, no clear chain-shortening trend was visible through the 
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fracturing period (Figure 4.2). Instead, relative abundance of chain lengths were more likely 
influenced by the initial distribution in the original fracturing additive. Nevertheless, this has 
important ramifications for treatment or in the event of a spill, as NPEOs can be degraded into 
nonylphenol (NP), a persistent endocrine-disrupting compound, in the environment. NP was not 
detected in any of the samples; however, the LC-HRMS method was not optimized for this 
compound. While NPEOs are disclosed in the FracFocus database, they were not listed in the 
hydraulic fracturing fluid product component information disclosure for this well [9,72]. Instead, 
they may have been added under the “Surfactant Blend” listing which gives no further information 
about the chemical mixture [9,72].  
Dialkyldimethylammonium compounds (DADMACs) were also identified using the presented 
workflow. Paired DADMACs C10:10-C18:18 as well as mixed DADMACs 16:18 and 14:16 were 
observed throughout the fracturing process (Figure 4.2b). The initial estimated concentration of 
DADMACs was 13.9 mg/L. The mixed 16:18 and paired 18:18 homologues were the most 
abundant throughout the fracturing process, with the exception of day 18. Similar to the NPEOs, 
no distribution trends were visible. However, day 18 had the lowest concentration of all days. 
Much of the research on DADMACs focuses on the n-alkyl chain lengths of C14, C16, and C18 
[214–218]. These relatively high molecular weight DADMACs, also referred to as 
ditallowdimethylammonium compounds (DTDMACs), are a type of quaternary ammonium 
compound (QAC) used in a variety of domestic and industrial products, such as fabric softeners 
[214–217]. In HF, DADMACs have a variety of uses, including biocide enhancers when combined 
with glutaraldehyde, BACs, or sodium hypochlorite [42]. The most common homologue used as 
a biocide is DADMAC C10:C10, which was observed at 1.1 mg/L in initial flowback waters. 
DADMACs’ toxicity decreases with increasing alkyl chain length above 14, and these longer chain 
length homologues are used as clay modifiers or as gel thickeners [219]. The two long chain alkyl 
groups make DADMACs oil-soluble and the presence of two methyl groups prevent steric 
interference, allowing close packing of the ammonium cation at the clay surface [219]. DADMACs 
are extremely persistent in the environment and many European countries banned use of the 
compounds 1990s due to concentrations in the parts per million range found in sewage sludge 
[214–218]. Biodegradation is limited, as it is outcompeted by adsorption, which increases as the 
alkyl chain length increases [212,218,220], and anaerobic degradation is limited due to the 
inhibition methanogenesis [218,220]. These characteristics may affect the performance of 
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treatment systems for HFWW containing DADMACs that rely on biodegradation and limit the 
potential of beneficial reuse without significant pretreatment. Additionally, in the event of a 
HFWW spill, soils and waterbodies will be impacted by DADMACs with high acute toxicity. In 
aquatic organisms such as algae, Daphnia, and fish, 50% inhibitory concentration (IC50) values 
below 1 mg/L have been observed [221,222]. Furthermore, if the spill occurs in an agriculture soil, 
DADMACs can be up taken by numerous vegetables, including lettuce, potatoes, carrots, and 
pumpkins [223]. While DADMACs are listed in the FracFocus database, they again were not listed 
in the hydraulic fracturing fluid product component information disclosure for this well [9,72]. 
Alkyltrimethylammonium compounds (ATMACs) are other types of QACs and even chain 
length surfactants C12 to C22 were observed throughout the flowback period (Figure 4.2c). The 
initial estimated concentration of ATMACs was 1.3 mg/L. Unlike NPEOs and DADMACs, some 
distribution trends in ATMACs were apparent. ATMAC C18 was the most dominant homologue 
on the first day of flowback, responsible for nearly 70% of the total ATMAC concentration, while 
the C12 homologue accounted for only 2%. As the flowback period continued, the C18 homologue 
decreased as the C12 homologue increased, resulting in the C12 homologue being responsible for 
81% of the total concentration and C18 only 3% on day 87. However, none of the other 
homologues showed this unique trend, suggesting that chain shortening was likely not responsible. 
Due to their single alkyl chain, ATMACs are more biodegradable and soluble compared to 
DADMACs. ATMACs are often used as friction reducing agents or surfactants in HF. The IC50 
for Daphnia is between 0.13 - 0.38 mg/L, depending on the homologue [218,220]. In the event of 
a spill on an agricultural soil, numerous vegetables can up take ATMACs [223]. Once again, 
ATMACs are listed in the FracFocus database but not listed in the HF fluid product component 
information disclosure for this well [9,72]. 
Alkyldimethylammonium compounds (ADMACs) are again types of QACs and even chain 
length surfactants C8 to C18 were observed, with the exception of C12 (Figure 4.2d). Unlike the 
other described classes, standards of these compounds were not commercially available, so “Level 
3” identification was reached based on accurate mass and comparing MS/MS data to in silico 
fragmentation data [208]. An estimated initial concentration of 7.0 mg/L was based on ATMAC 
standards, as the structure is similar. Similar to ATMACs, ADMACs homologue distribution did 
display some visible trends with C8 as the most abundant homologue on the initial day of 
flowback. The abundance of C8 decreased until day 8, with C14 becoming dominant. However, 
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after day 8, ADMAC C8 became the most abundant homologue, increasing until day 87, when it 
represented 99% of the total concentration. The source of these compounds is unknown, as they 
are not listed in the FracFocus database. However, it is possible that these compounds were 
impurities in the DADMAC mixture. This theory is supported by the fact that no DADMAC 
C12:C12 were observed and the ADMAC C12 homologue was also missing. It did not appear that 
ADMACs were created by the transformation of DADMACs, as no correlation of homologue 
speciation was present between the classes. No data were available about the toxicity of these 
compounds, however, it is likely similar to ATMACs due to the similar structure (Table 4.1).  Of 
the remaining homologous series, the majority contained diagnostic fragments of ethylene oxide 
based surfactant fragments. However, future work will be required to identify these compounds, 
as it was beyond to the scope of this work and not realistic to identify all features.  
 
4.4.3 Temporal variability in LC-HRMS data 
 
To understand the overall variability in the LC-HRMS data, a PCA was performed on all of 
the nontarget TOF data (i.e., not just the homologous series data). Four principal components were 
selected, with principal component 1 (PC1) accounting for 50% of the variability, while principal 
component 2 (PC2), principal component 3 (PC3), and principal component 4 (PC4) accounted 
for only 20%, 8%, and 8% of the variability, respectively. It was found that the first 16 days of the 
flowback period all have a positive PC 1 score, while the remaining days had a negative score 
(Figure 4.3). This result corresponds to the increasing amount of homologous series detected 
throughout the flowback period (Figure 4.1a). This also separates the flowback and produced water 
stage described in previous work [9]. The results from the PCVG analysis found 7 unique groups 




Figure 4.3 PCA on detected liquid chromatography high resolution mass spectrometry (LC-
HRMS) data throughout the flowback period. Days marked in blue represent days with a positive 












Figure 4.5 Percent of features in each principal component variable group also present in 
homologous series screening and the relative trend of the group based on the feature with the 
highest sum intensity.   
 
PEGs, NPEOs, DADMACs, ATMACs, and some longer chain ADMACs all fell within Group 1. 
This group was responsible for the majority of the variation observed. Group 1 contained the third 
highest number of features with ~22% (64 features) identified as belonging to one or more 
homologous series. Features within Group 1 all followed a dramatic decline in concentration after 
Day 1 (Figure 4.5). These compounds saw a rebound in concentration around day 14 (during the 
transition stage, ‘stage 2’) before decreasing further. None of the surfactants identified in this work 
or the previous work were identified in Group 2, however, this group had the second largest 
number of features and was responsible for a significant amount of the observed variability. In 
general, the highest intensity was observed in the flowback stage, ‘stage 1,’ however, high 
concentrations were also observed in the produced water stage. Unlike the other identified 
surfactants, AEOs belonged to Group 3. This group saw a peak concentration during the transition 
stage, ‘stage 2,’ but a slight rebound in concentration was observed in produced water stage, ‘stage 
3’ (Figure 4.5). Overall, while Group 3 contained slightly more features than Group 2 (446 vs. 
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444), Group 3 contained many more features identified as belonging to one or more homologous 
series (~37%; 165 features). Groups 4 and 5 also saw a peak concentration during the transition 
stage, but only contained 25 and 40 features, with 12% and 48% of those features belonging to 
homologous series, respectively. Finally, Groups 6 and 7 had peak concentrations during the 
produced water stage, ‘stage 3’. These groups are likely more representative of geogenic 
compounds, although 10% of the features in Group 6 were identified as belonging to one or more 
homologous series. In terms of prioritizing identification of features for future work, emphasis 
should be given to the identification of members of Group 2, as these features account for a large 
portion of the chemical variability, contain numerous homologous series, and are likely heavily 
biased towards synthetic organic chemicals (in contrast, for example, to Groups 6 and 7).  
 
4.4.4 Environmental Implications 
 
A total of 159 homologous series located in these HFWW were prioritized for identification 
(Table B.1). This led to the discovery of four previously unrecognized HFWW surfactant series 
and the identification of 33 individual compounds (Table B.2). The identification of these 
compounds will aid in both the fingerprinting of HFWW and differentiating between HFWW 
sources in the event of accidental release in the environment. The flagging of both new and 
previously reported surfactants suggests that the workflow presented in this study will continue to 
be successful in identifying further classes of compounds. The fact that these surfactant classes 
were not disclosed in the hydraulic fracturing fluid product component information disclosure for 
this well highlights an important issue with the disclosure process related to hydraulic fracturing 
in Colorado. Overall, of the newly discovered surfactants, three classes were QACs. This result 
will have important ramifications on the beneficial reuse of HFWW, as QACs can significantly 
influence the bioavailability and mobility of hydrophobic organic contaminants by changing the 
surface adsorption and partition capacity of the sorbent [218]. Additionally, due to QACs strong 
sorption and resistance to biodegradation under anoxic/anaerobic conditions [218], these 
compounds will require special consideration during the treatment process. This is particularly 
important in light of the fact that many of the most promising HFWW treatment techniques involve 
microbial degradation [15,159] and QACs are toxic to many microorganisms employed in 
wastewater treatment systems [62]. Furthermore, these compounds have the potential to produce 
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more antibiotic resistant microorganisms within treatment systems and in the environment [218]. 
The other class of surfactants identified, NPEOs, also have serious environmental implications, as 
their degradation products are known endocrine disruptors.  
The grouping of days 1-16 and 18-87 by PC1 suggests that the increase in homologous 
series has a large effect on the transition between the flowback and produced water stage. This was 
further supported by the PCVG analysis, as the majority of identified surfactants belonged to 
Group 1, which was responsible for the most amount of observed variation in the system. This 
more precise definition of the transition time between stages may help in the event of a spill, as 
these two fluids will have different impacts on the environment. Future work should investigate 
the identity of the other homologous series, as these components were present in 6 out of 7 of the 
groups defined by the PCVG analysis. Additionally, this study focused exclusively on the 
compounds that could be analyzed in positive ionization mode. The study should be repeated in 
negative ionization mode, while fewer homologous series will be present, the identity of these 
surfactants is important when further describing the observed variability of HFWW and assessing 




CHAPTER 5  
 
SIMULATION OF A HYDRAULIC FRACTURING WASTEWATER SURFACE SPILL 
INTO AN AGRICULTURAL SOIL 
 
5.1 Abstract  
Hydraulic fracturing wastewaters (HFWWs) contain synthetic organic components and metal ions 
derived from the geologic media. The risk of spills or accidental releases of HFWW that could 
impact soil quality and water resources is of great concern. The ability of synthetic components in 
HFWW to be transported through soil and to mobilize metals in soil was examined using column 
experiments. A spill of HFWW was simulated in bench scale soil column experiments that used 
an agricultural soil and artificial rain events representing one year’s worth of precipitation for Weld 
County, CO.  Although no surfactants, or their transformation products, were found in leachate 
sample, copper, lead, and iron were mobilized. In general, after the initial spill event, metal 
concentrations increased until the fourth rain event before decreasing. Results from this study 
suggest that transport of metals was caused by the high concentrations of salts present in HFWW. 
This is the first study utilizing non-simulated HFWWs to investigate the transport of surfactants 
and their effect on metal mobilization. Importantly, a significant decrease in the infiltration rate of 
the soil was observed, leading to the point where water was unable to drain through, potentially 




The chemistry of hydraulic fracturing wastewaters (HFWWs) is highly variable and is driven 
by the geologic formation (including the source rock and formation waters) and the synthetic 
chemical additives (fracturing fluid) used to stimulate oil and gas extraction [5,9,11,18,33,42,224]. 
Debate has arisen over the potential risks to water resources associated with accidental releases or 
spills of HFWW [7,138,225]. The majority of spills occur during the waste management and 
disposal phase or during transportation and storage [226]. Though national data are lacking, from 
2015 to 2016, the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (COGCC) reported 543 spills 
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of flowback or produced water [227]. The majority of these spills occurred within Weld County, 
CO [227].     
Previous studies have suggested that the synthetic chemical portion of HFWW may increase 
mobility of other dissolved HF additives, as well as geogenic metals [47,66]. Surfactants may also 
increase colloid mobility by making the mineral surfaces more hydrophilic or increasing 
unsaturated water flow and facilitating solute transport [228]. These types of co-contaminant 
effects, in regards to HFWW, may have important environmental ramifications in the event of a 
spill [47,145,228,229]. However, the studies that have investigated the environmental fate and 
transport of HFWW rely on laboratory-prepared solutions that contain only a fraction of the 
contaminants present in HFWW [47,145,228,229]. No studies have used actual HFWWs, which 
are considerably more complex and have different physical-chemical properties. This complexity 
is an important consideration when evaluating or modeling contaminant transport as a result of 
(simulated) HFWW spills. Understanding the fate and transport of HFWW in the event of a spill 
will be crucial when considering emergency response strategies, remediation methods, and the 
effects a spill may have on groundwater and soil quality.    
This study simulated a spill of HFWW on an agricultural soil under environmentally relevant 
conditions using bench scale columns. HFWW used in the spill event was collected from a 
hydraulically fractured well in Greeley, CO located within the Denver-Julesburg basin. The soil 
used in the columns was collected from an adjacent agricultural field. Rain events were then 
simulated to promote leaching, and leachates were analyzed for organic and inorganic constituents. 
The objectives of this study were to (1) determine the leachability of hydraulic fracturing fluid 
additives in soil, and (2) elucidate the potential for surfactant-enhanced metal leachability. 
 
5.3 Methods  
 
5.3.1 Soil column study design 
 
Design for the columns was based on similar unsaturated soil-column based spill studies 
assessing stormwater runoff [230] and the “Demonstration of promising technologies to address 
emerging pollutants in water and waste water” (DEMEAU) guidelines to accurately simulate large 
rainfall events [231]. Three spill and three control (15.2 cm x 5.1 cm) PTFE columns were dry 
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packed with agricultural soil collected from a drainage ditch in an adjacent field near a stream 
(Appendix C, Figure C1). The depth of soil in the columns represented the minimum depth to the 
water table for the study site [232]. The soil was classified as a mollisol (aquolls) and specific soil 
characteristics can be found in Table C.1. The soil was sieved to 0.1 cm to reduce preferential flow 
paths by having a column diameter-soil grain diameter ratio greater than 40 and a representative 
elementary volume (REV) between 40-100, as required for chemical transport experiments [231]. 
A single spill event normalized to the column areas representing a 95 percentile spill volume in 
CO (79.8 mL) was simulated using HFWW that consisted of the first day of flowback water from 
a well located in Greeley, CO [227]. Concentrations of known analytes in the original HFWW can 
be found in Table C.2 and Oetjen et al. (2018) [9]. In control columns, the spill was comprised of 
an equal volume of deionized (DI) water. A 10-year rainstorm for Greeley, CO (140 mL per rain 
event) was simulated via ponding once per week for 7 weeks, equating to a year’s worth of 
precipitation for Greeley, CO. Columns were allowed to drain completely between rain events. 
The rainwater used was collected during a precipitation event near Denver, CO and stored at 4 °C 
throughout the length of the experiment. The concentration of measured constituents in the 
rainwater can be found in Table C.3. Leachate drained into amber bottles (cleaned by combustion 
at 400 °C) that were held in insulated sampling coolers filled with ice. After drainage was 
complete, samples were stored a 4 °C until chemical analysis. 
 A follow-up spill experiment simulating only the electrolyte portion of the HFWW was also 
performed under the same conditions described above. Here, a solution of sodium chloride 
matching the ionic strength of the HFWW was spilled onto three replicate columns to confirm the 
conclusions drawn from the original experiment.  
 
5.3.2 Water quality analysis 
 
Leachate samples were filtered through a 0.45 μm polyethersulfone membrane filter (VWR 
International, Radnor, PA) and subsamples were analyzed for anions using ion chromatography 
(IC; ICS-900, Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA) and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentration using 
a carbon analyzer (Shimadzu TOC-L, Columbia,MD). These filtered samples were then acidified 
with 200 µL nitric acid. Acid digestion of an aliquot of the soil (not used in the columns) was 
performed following EPA method 3052 (Table C.4). Soil digests and filtered water samples were 
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then analyzed using inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES; Optima 
5300 DV, PerkinElmer, Fremont, CA).  QA included the use of Sc as an internal standard, and 
analysis of several certified QC standards, run after every 15-20 samples. Ferrous iron 
measurements were performed using Hach Method 8146. 
 
5.3.3 High resolution mass spectrometry analysis 
 
Leachate samples were extracted using a salt assisted liquid-liquid extraction as outlined in 
Oetjen et al. 2018.[9] The extracts were then analyzed using liquid chromatography quadrupole 
time-of-flight mass spectrometry (LC-QToF-MS) following the approach described in Oetjen et 
al. 2018.[9] Samples were screened using a library consisting of 5 polyethylene glycols (PEGs) 
PEG-EO10-14, 8 benzalkonium chlorides (BACs) BAC C10 - C17, and 14 alkyl ethoxylates 
(AEOs) C-12 EO6-13 and C-13 EO6-11 (Table C.2) present in the HFWW. To be considered a 
positive library identification, reverse fit and forward fit scores were required to be 90% or better. 
Additionally, precursor ion mass errors were required to be less than 5 ppm and the intensity 
threshold of fragments be within 5%.[9] Nontarget peaks were required to have an intensity greater 
than 1000 cps, a signal-to-noise ratio greater than 10, and an intensity 5 times greater than the 
method blank.   
 
5.3.4 Statistical analysis  
 
Regression analysis on major cation and anions was performed using OriginPro 2017 
(Northampton, MA). A series of t-tests were performed on the nontarget data using SCIEX 
MarkerView (Framingham, MA) to determine differences between experimental and control 
columns. Features identified by MarkerView were required to be present in 2 or more columns to 
be considered in statistical analysis. Pearson correlation was calculated using SigmaPlot 13.0 







5.3.5 Chemical modeling 
 
Aqueous chemical modeling was performed using Geochemist’s Workbench (GWB; 
Champaign, IL) and the PHREEQC thermodynamic database. No data were available for dissolved 
oxygen or carbonate concentrations so dissolved oxygen was set to equilibrium with the 
atmosphere and carbonate was used to charge balance the solution.  
 
5.6 Results and Discussion 
 
5.6.1 General water quality 
 
For the experimental spill columns, the major cations (sodium, calcium, magnesium and 
potassium) and anions (chloride, bromide, and sulfate) showed a monotonic decay in the column 
effluents that followed a first order relationship (Figures C2 and C3). The chloride concentration 
from the first Rain Event was 3060 mg/L in the experimental columns compared to 35 mg/L in the 
control columns (Figure 5.1a). By the fourth Rain Event, chloride concentrations reached similar 
levels in the control and experimental columns. Sodium followed a similar trend with an initial 
concentration of 661 mg/L in the experimental column compared to 57 mg/L in the control (Figure 
C2). Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) followed a similar trend observed in soils affected by de-
icing applications, where concentrations increased after the pulse application of salts [233,234]. 
The initial concentration observed is attributed to the readily available DOC that was dissolved 
during the saturation of the soil columns and represents the background DOC concentration [234]. 
Therefore, the control concentration was subtracted and the remaining DOC plotted (Figure 5.1b). 
The experimental columns saw an increase in excess DOC after Rain Event 1 until Rain Event 3, 




Figure 5.1 Concentrations and standard deviations of constituents throughout the rain events (140 
mL of rainwater each rain event) for both HFWW and NaCl spill experiments. a) Average chloride 
concentration (mg/L). b) Average dissolved organic carbon (DOC) in mg/L excess in HFWW spill 
leachate after the control leachate was subtracted. c) Average copper concentration (µg/L). 
 
This excess in concentration was attributed to the HFWW and initially was hypothesized to be 
related to breakthrough of surfactants.  
 
5.6.2 HFWW surfactants 
 
Of the 27 surfactants known to be present in the HFWW samples consisting of PEGs, BACs, 
and AEOs, none were observed in leachate samples. To determine if these surfactants were being 
transformed and their metabolites were breaking through, a suspect list containing the accurate 
masses of known degradation products was screened. However, no suspect compounds were 
identified using this approach. To further ensure that no transformation products were being 
missed, samples were screened using a non-target data collection approach. Over 1000 features 
were identified in the non-target screening method (Figure 5.2a), however, only 8 features meeting 
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quality control standards had higher statistically significant (p < 0.05) intensities (Figure 5.2b) in 
the experimental columns as compared to the controls.  
 
 
Figure 5.2 High resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) nontarget data. a) Volcano plot of 
nontarget data for each Rain Event 1-7 based on t-test, b) Features with higher statistically 
significant (p < 0.05) intensities. Further information on the significant peaks can be found in Table 
C.5. 
 
Of these eight statistically significant features, effluent from Rain Event 3 contained two features, 
while Rain Events 6 and 7 contained four and two features, respectively. Tentative formulas and 
structures were assigned using MasterView and MetFrag based on accurate mass and 
fragmentation information (Table C.5). A ‘class three’ confidence level [208] was achieved when 
possible and based on these predictions, the observed features do not appear to be related to the 
known surfactant components (further details can be found in SI Section 3). Based on the exact 
masses and fragmentation data, these compounds were not present in the HFWW nor do they 
appear to be transformation products of the known surfactants. Instead, it is more likely these 
features were transformation products of organic compounds present in the HFWW or were in the 
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soil and were mobilized by the high ionic strength of the HFWW. Regardless, these features do 
not correlate well with the observed DOC or metals concentrations (Figure 5.1). Instead, it is likely 
that one year’s worth of precipitation is an insufficient volume for these targeted surfactants or 
their metabolites to break through the columns. These data suggest that while synthetic 
components present in HFWW may pose a threat to the immediate area of the spill, they are 
unlikely to travel far from the site in this type of environment. However, if fractured soils are 
present at a spill site, the potential for preferential flowpaths to enhance transport may also need 
to be considered. Regardless, these data suggest downward migration of HFWW components to 
groundwater may be minimal, though the retention of HFWW components in the topsoil may have 
severe implications for soil health and agriculture. 
 
5.6.3 Metal Mobilization 
 
Some trace metals (Al, Cu, Fe, Pb, and Mn) saw an increase in dissolved concentration from 
Rain Events 1 through 4, followed by a decrease in concentration (Figure 5.1c, Figure C5). No 
correlation between the LC-HRMS data and the selected metals was observed. 
 
 
Figure 5.3 Pearson correlation summary of select variables and trace metals. a) Hydraulic 




The dissolved copper concentration increased from 40 µg/L during Rain Event 1 to 300 µg/L in 
Rain Event 4 before dropping to 102 µg/L in Rain Event 7 (Figure 1c). Copper was below detection 
level in the rainwater, but was present in the HFWW and soil. According to GWB calculations, 
the primary aqueous species was Cu(OH)+. While the maximum contaminant level goal (MCLG) 
for copper in drinking water is 1.3 mg/L, concentrations of copper in the 200 µg/L - 250 µg/L 
range have been shown to negatively affect plant and soil invertebrate growth and development 
[235,236]. Therefore, at least for this soil, copper concentrations may further stress a system that 
has already been effected by the high salt concentration observed during Rain Events 1 and 2 [237]. 
However, concentrations could be significantly diluted when entering groundwater or surface 
water, thus limiting its effect on these systems. Significant positive correlations with aluminum, 
iron, manganese, and DOC were present (Figure 5.3a). DOC concentrations can strongly influence 
the mobility of copper and its toxicity [238]. Laboratory studies have shown that high 
concentrations of sodium chloride release metals (lead, iron, and copper) associated with organic 
matter [239,240].  
Lead in the HFWW spill experiment increased from below the detection limit of 2 µg/L during 
Rain Event 1 to 12 µg/L during Rain Event 4 before falling to 8 µg/L in Rain Event 7 (Figure 
C5d). Lead was below the detection limit in the HFWW and control columns. In the spill columns, 
the primary aqueous lead species was PbCO30 as calculated by GWB. The U.S. EPA maximum 
contaminant level (MCL) for lead in drinking water is 15 µg/L, while the maximum contaminant 
level goal (MCLG) is zero. Thus, the leaching of lead may present a human health concern 
depending on the soil’s lead levels. Significant positive correlations were found between lead, 
aluminum, and iron, similar to those reported in studies investigating mobilization of metals due 
de-icing salts [240,241], as well as copper (Figure 5.3a). The correlation between lead and 
aluminum and iron might indicate that the mobility of lead is influenced by particle transport [240].  
Iron also saw a similar trend to other trace metals increasing from 14 µg/L during Rain Event 
1 to 550 µg/L during Rain Event 4, exceeding the drinking water secondary MCL of 300 µg/L, 
before falling to 236 µg/L in Rain Event 7 (Figure C5c). The primary aqueous species predicted 
by GWB were Fe(OH)3 (72%) and Fe(OH)2 (28%). However, ferrous iron was observed at a peak 
concentration of ~200 µg/L in Rain Event 4, though true quantification was impossible due storage 
conditions. Again, significant positive correlations were found between iron and the other metals, 
including aluminum, lead, copper, and manganese (Figure 5.3a).  
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The importance of the high concentrations of salts in HFWW in causing the mobilization of 
metals, similar to the mentioned de-icing studies [239,241,242], was confirmed with the follow-
up experimental spill containing only sodium chloride. Similar trends compared to the HFWW for 
selected trace metals were observed (Figure 5.1c, Figure C5). An increase in concentrations from 
Rain Event 1 to Rain Event 3 for Al, Cu, Pb, and Mn was observed, while Fe had a peak 
concentration in Rain Event 4 (Figure C5). Ferrous iron was not observed in the sodium chloride 
spill. Concentrations of Al, Cu, Pb, and Mn were again all significantly positively correlated each 
other (Figure 5.3b). Interestingly, the concentration of iron was ~4x greater in the sodium chloride 
spill columns as compared to the HFWW spill columns. This may be due several factors, including 
the complex microbial communities present in the initial HFWW [9]. 
 
5.6.4 Hydrologic properties 
 
Important changes in hydraulic properties were observed during this experiment. However, no 
attempt was made to quantify these changes, as they were outside the scope this work. The 
infiltration rate of HFWW in the spill columns was ~10 times slower than the control columns. 
This increase was likely due to the high viscosity of HFWW, which decreased the hydraulic 
conductivity of the spill columns. The infiltration rate in the HFWW spill columns continued to 
increase throughout the experiment until they eventually clogged after 7 rain events resulting in 
the conclusion of the experiment. An increase in infiltration rate was also observed in the sodium 
chloride spill though less severe than the HFWW spill. No decrease in infiltration rates was 
observed in the control (DI) columns. This physical effect has been only briefly discussed in the 
literature, as the majority of the research on this topic relies on synthetic produced water containing 
only a fraction of the constituents [229]. 
 
5.6.5 Implications and limitations 
 
No surfactants or their transformation products were found in leachate samples. Thus, in this 
environment under these time constraints, these compounds are unlikely to travel far from the 
initial spill site provided no preferential flowpaths, such as fractures, exist. This suggests that initial 
remediation and emergency response efforts should be focused on the geogenic portion of HFWW, 
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including metals and hydrocarbons. However, this study did not investigate gas chromatography 
compatible constituents. The dramatic change in physical characteristics of these soils attributed 
to the HFWW, and previously not observed in the literature, will have an important effect when 
attempting to model these spills. Currently, industry standard modelling programs require 
significant effort to account for changing hydraulic conductivities and infiltration rates related to 
the changing viscosities and fluid densities of HFWW. Regardless, mobilization of trace metals 
was observed, and based on the results from the sodium chloride spill, this was related to high 
concentrations of salts in the HFWWs. Concentrations of copper were significantly and positively 
correlated to an increase in DOC, while copper, lead, iron, and manganese were all significantly 
positively correlated to each other. Future work should focus on determining if these results were 
observed due to colloid facilitated transport. Many of these metals met or approached water quality 
standards and could have important environmental and human health impacts. While predicating 
the transport of HFWW remains difficult, these results demonstrate the importance of using actual 
fluids in spill simulations. Further research investigating the effects of fluid age, fracturing type 
(slickwater, gel, hybrid), and soil type are needed to improve our understanding of the exposure 








The objective of this dissertation was to better characterize HFWW throughout the flowback 
period and the impact these fields in the event of a spill.  Prior to the work described herein, the 
composition of these fluids (particularly the organic fraction), was poorly understood. This worked 
significantly improved our understanding of this composition. Overall, the goals of Chapter 2 were 
to review and highlight emerging analytical methods that will be useful in characterizing and 
analyzing HFWW, while the goals of Chapters 3 and 4 were to better define the temporal chemical 
trends and their potential implications throughout the fracturing process. Finally, Chapter 5 sought 
to assess the impact of a HFWW spill into the environment. The findings of each of these chapters 
and the broader significance of these findings are summarized and presented in the following 
section. Finally, this dissertation concludes with a discussion of recommendations for future work. 
 
6.1 Summary of Findings 
 
The following is a summary of the findings for each objective of this dissertation, which are 
presented as a discussion of how each of the findings related to each objective or hypothesis. 
 
6.1.1 Objective 1: Identify emerging analytical methods for the characterization and 
quantification of organic contaminants in flowback and produced water 
 
The aim of the study described in Chapter 2 was to review current trends and emerging 
technologies in analytical chemistry and review their applicability to flowback and produced 
waters. Due to the complex nature of these matrices, many methods originally designed for surface 
and groundwater matrices are not suitable. Therefore, this review focused on emerging and under-
utilized approaches that may serve as potential solutions to address the issues created by the 
complex matrices inherent to flowback and produced waters. Below is a discussion of how the 





The most significant findings of this work include: 
 HRMS will continue to play a crucial role in the identification of organic new compounds, 
while MS/MS will be the appropriate form of quantification. 
 Hard (CI) and soft ionization (EI) GC methods will be needed for the general 
characterization of these waters, especially when identifying unknowns. 
 APCI ionization LC methods may have potential to provide researchers with more insight 
into these fluids. 
 Reference materials will be required and the development of these materials should be a 
top priority for the scientific community. 
 
6.1.2 Objective 2: Define the variability of geogenic and disclosed organic chemical 
composition throughout the flowback period. 
 
The aim of this study (Chapter 3) was to monitor the water chemistry of a hydraulically 
fractured site in the Niobrara formation throughout the flowback period, as the variability of these 
waters' chemical composition over time is poorly understood. This variability is important in that 
the uncertainty may impact the reusability of the water and any treatment trains designed to enable 
reuse. Although numerous studies have characterized produced and flowback waters, many of 
these studies take a spatial approach, looking at multiple wells at one-time point. Few studies have 
analyzed waters temporally; limited data are available, particularly pertaining to the synthetic 
fraction of the water, as well as the potential for microbial community variation.  Below is a 
discussion of how the findings of this study related to Hypotheses 1: 
 
Hypothesis 1: Throughout the study period, changes in chemistry (i.e. concentration, abundance, 
etc.) will be observed where geogenic fractions of the waters will increase and synthetic portions 
will decrease. However, synthetic portions of the fracture fluid will be detected throughout this 
period. This well ‘lifecycle’ will have implications on the reuse of these waters. This hypothesis 
was tested through implementation of HRMS through LC-QToF-MS, GC-MS, SSU microbial 
community analysis, and traditional water quality analysis on water samples collected throughout 




The most significant findings of this work include: 
• The alkalinity and iron present in these waters may limit the reuse for HF, while 
chloride and alkalinity may limit the use of these waters for casing cement. 
• After day 18, the orders Clostridiales, Bacteroidales, and Methanobacteriales develop 
as more stable microbial community members. Though the in situ microbiota are likely 
not a problem for water reuse in HF, they may present problems such as clogging and 
fouling of filters during water treatment. 
• Numerous surfactant homologs, including biocides, were observed during this study, 
with the highest levels observed during the first two days of flowback. 
• Three unique well life stages were identified: (1) the flowback stage (days 1–2), (2) the 
transition stage (days 6–21), and (3) the produced water stage (days 21–87). 
• Wastewater from the flowback and transition stage will likely require different and/or 
additional treatment methods as these stages contained the highest concentration of 
synthetic components including biocides. 
 
6.1.3 Objective 3: Application of nontarget analysis on HFWW using LC-HRMS data 
 
The aim of the study described in Chapter 4 was to further characterize the additional 1,500 
features observed in Objective 2. Characterizing these features is extremely difficult, primarily due 
to the variety of synthetic additives, the use of unknown propriety chemicals, and the potential for 
chemical transformation. This study relies on a novel prioritization strategy utilizing a nontarget 
screening approach in combination with a nonbiased homologous series detection method. Below 
is a discussion of how the findings of this study related to Hypothesis 2: 
 
Hypothesis 2: A homologous series screening and data reduction strategy will be successful in 
further describing the variability in the LC-HRMS unknown data, while simultaneously 
prioritizing unknown features for identification. This hypothesis was tested using the HRMS data 
collected in Objective 2. Homologous series were identified based on mass and retention time 





The most significant findings from this work include: 
• Four previously undetected surfactant classes, NPEOs, DADMACs, ATMACs, and 
ADMACs, were observed in HFWW. 
• The distribution of homologues did not suggest chain length shortening or preferential 
sorptive retention processes were occurring. 
• Found compounds were not disclosed in FracFocus for this well, suggesting a failure 
of the current disclosure procedures. 
• The first 16 days of flowback clustered together in PCA, similar to the PCA of the 
targeted compounds. 
 
6.1.4 Objective 4: Simulate a HFWW spill into a soil 
 
The aim of the study described in Chapter 5 was to evaluate the effect a HFWW spill would 
have soil and determine the leachability of hydraulic fracturing fluid additives in soil. An 
additional goal was to elucidate the potential for surfactant-enhanced metal leachability. This study 
was novel in that it used actual HFWW and did not rely on synthetic waters. Below is a discussion 
of how the findings of this study related to Hypothesis 3: 
 
Hypothesis 3: The breakthrough of surfactants in soil columns will correlate with increased 
concentrations of selected metals. This hypothesis was tested using bench scale columns. A spill 
of the HFWW from Objectives 2 and 3 onto an agricultural soil was simulated in the laboratory. 
Rain events were then simulated to promote leaching, and leachates were analyzed for organic and 
inorganic constituents. 
 
The most significant findings from this work include: 
• No surfactants or their transformation products were found in leachate samples. 
• Mobilization of trace metals was observed, but control experiments indicate this was 
primarily related to the high concentrations of salts in the HFWW. 
• A dramatic change in physical characteristics (ex. infiltration rate, hydraulic 




6.2 Overall Significance and Broader Implications 
 
HFWW waters may serve as a supplement or an alternative to freshwater for crops, particularly 
in water stressed regions like CO [9,33,243,244]. While the benefit of reusing these waters is 
irrefutable, careful consideration of their chemical and biological composition must be given. 
Furthermore, understanding the chemical makeup of HFWW is equally important when applying 
management practices and handling potential surface spills. The complexity of HFWW make these 
waters difficult and costly to treat, limiting their reuse [9,33,243,244]. Currently in the U.S., 95.2–
98% of HFWW is re-injected, with only a small fraction reclaimed for beneficial use [9,12,33]. 
Before the reuse of HFWW or environmental impacts of accidental releases can be appropriately 
evaluated, the methods used to characterize the chemical components and quantify compounds of 
concern needed to be critically evaluated. The first phase of this dissertation work (Chapter 2) 
addresses this issue and has significant implications for the characterization of HFWW. This work 
recommends simple adaptations to traditional sampling and sample preparation procedures to 
adapt to HFWW’s complex matrices, many of which have never been attempted. Additionally, 
this review suggests the application of combined discovery (or non-targeted) analysis while 
simultaneously implementing target or suspect analysis using HRMS. Finally, this review 
highlights the need for appropriate reference materials, as the development of these materials 
should be a top priority for the scientific community.  
While identifying components in these waters is imperative, the changing site conditions pose 
further problems when considering treatment. Traditionally, treatment systems have been designed 
for a range of contaminants and concentrations that is relativity well defined. However, the 
significant temporal variability of HFWW throughout the fracturing process is likely to pose 
technical problems. Consequently, understanding the temporal variability of HFWW is 
fundamental for treatment operators when developing treatment systems and accessing their 
success. The next stage of this dissertation work (Chapter 3) demonstrated the extreme chemical 
and biological variability observed throughout the flowback period. This study found that very few 
chemical factors limit the reuse of HFWW in HF. This suggests that reuse of HFWW in HF is 
more of a logistical issue, as the transportation of millions of gallons of fluid in the timeframe 
needed is challenging. In regards to the biological activity, after day 18 the orders Clostridiales, 
Bacteroidales, and Methanobacteriales develop relatively stable communities. Additionally, 
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numerous disclosed surfactants, including biocides, were identified throughout the fracturing 
process. The highest levels of these compounds were observed during the first two days of 
flowback. This trend combined with the geogenic data, helped identify three unique stages: (1) the 
flowback stage, (2) the transition stage, and (3) the produced water stage. These stages give 
treatment engineers greater insight to the chemical compositions of these waters.  
Further efforts were taken to identify and describe the remaining unknown fraction of HFWW 
(Chapter 4). Using a targeted approach (Chapter 3) only ~5% of the features present in the LC-
HRMS data were identified. To combat this problem, a data reduction method to prioritize features 
of interest was employed. Many of the additives in hybrid fracturing injection waters are 
surfactants and these surfactants contain a polymeric structure [30,33]. The chain length of these 
surfactants is related to the number of repeating units, making them ideal candidates for 
homologous screening data prioritizing techniques. Using this approach, 4 new classes of 
surfactants previously not observed in HFWW, including 3 classes of QACs, which can 
significantly influence the bioavailability and mobility of hydrophobic organic contaminants by 
changing the surface adsorption and partition capacity of the sorbent [245]. Additionally, these 
classes have inherent biocidal properties, which will require special consideration during the 
treatment process [217]. This is particularly important in light of the fact that many of the most 
promising HFWW treatment techniques involve microbial degradation [15,246], while the results 
from the PCA suggest that the increase in homologous series has a large effect on the transition 
between the flowback and produced water stage. This was further supported by the PCVG analysis, 
as the majority of surfactants belonged to Group 1, which was responsible for the most amount of 
observed variation in the system. This more precise definition of the transition time between stages 
may help in the event of a spill, as these two fluids will have different impacts on the environment. 
Finally, to access the impact an accidental release of HFWW would have on the environment, 
a spill scenario was simulated in the laboratory (Chapter 5). Using bench scale columns, a 95th 
percentile spill of HFWW for CO was simulated. Seven 10 year rain events were then simulated, 
equating to a years worth of precipitation, to promote leaching of contaminants. This suggested 
that initial remediation and emergency response efforts should focus on the geogenic portion of 
HFWW, including metals and hydrocarbons. The mobilization of trace metals was observed, and 
based on the results from the (control) sodium chloride spill, was related to high concentrations of 
salts in the HFWWs. Many of these metals met or approached water quality standards and could 
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have important environmental and human health impacts. Finally, a dramatic change in physical 
characteristics including infiltration rate and hydraulic conductivity was observed, and was 
previously not documented in the literature. This result will have an important effect when 
attempting to model these spills.  
 
6.3 Recommendations for Future Directions 
 
Address the remaining unknown fraction in LC-HRMS data.  While Chapters 3 and 4 identified 
numerous known and previously unknown constituents, ~60% of the features responsible for the 
chemical variability remain completely undefined. To further identify compounds, additional data 
reduction strategies should be implemented. One strategy would be to focus on PCVG analysis, 
especially on groups that are not well defined. Another interesting strategy would be to merge this 
dataset with other HRMS datasets of HFWW, prioritizing unknown features that appear in multiple 
datasets. Additionally, studies from this dissertation focus exclusively on chemicals susceptible to 
positive ionization. Future work should reanalyze these data in negative mode and apply the same 
data reduction techniques.  
 
Determine the mechanism causing increased metal mobility. Results from Chapter 5 demonstrated 
that enhanced mobility metals were related to the high ionic strength of HFWW. However, the 
exact mechanism responsible was not identified. Based on previous research, it is likely that 
colloid facilitated transport was at least partially responsible. To determine this, experiments 
should be repeated separating the dissolved and the colloidal concentrations in leachate samples.  
 
Quantify the effects of HFWW spills on hydrologic properties. Results from Chapter 5 also showed 
a dramatic change in hydrological properties. Infiltration rates decreased throughout the 
experiment to the point where water was unable to travel through the HFWW spill columns. While 
a decrease was also observed in the sodium chloride spill columns, it was not as significant as what 
was observed in the HFWW spill columns. Based on the results from Chapter 4 and 5 it is likely 
the sorption of synthetic components, including QACs, exacerbated this observation.  Future work 
should attempt to extract soils to determine the mass of sorbed components, and the effect these 
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APPENDIX A  
 
 SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 3 
 
 
A.1 Well information 
 
Table A.1 Additives used during the fracturing process of this well. 
Listed Additives 
Chemical Abstract 
Service Number (CAS #) 
Chemical description based on 
CAS # 
Petroleum Distillates Blend Proprietary - 
Hydrochloric acid 7647-01-0 Hydrochloric acid 
Isopropyl alcohol 67-63-0 Isopropyl alcohol 
Paraffinic naphthenic solvent 64742-47-8 
Hydrotreated light petroleum 
distillates 
Inorganic Borates Proprietary - 
Citrus Terpenes 68647-72-3 Orange terpenes 
Isoparaffinic solvent 64742-47-8 
Hydrotreated light petroleum 
distillates 
Copolymer of acrylamide and sodium acrylate 25987-30-8 
Acrylamide/Sodium Acrylate 
Copolymer 
tert-Butyl hydroperoxide 75-91-2 tert-Butyl hydroperoxide 
Glutaraldehyde 111-30-8 Glutaraldehyde 
Surfactant Blend Proprietary - 
Ethylene glycol 107-21-1 Ethylene glycol 
Quaternary ammonium compound 68424-85-1 Benzalkonium Chloride 
Citric acid, anhydrous 77-92-9 Citric acid 
Sodium acetate 127-09-3 Sodium acetate 
Ethoxylated Alcohol 68439-46-3 Ethoxylated Alcohol 
Ethanol 64-17-5 Ethanol 
D-limonene 5989-27-5 D-limonene 












A.2 Hydrophobic analysis and quality control  
 
Only the 27 surfactants listed in Supplementary Figures S1, S2, and S3 met the strict quality 
control parameters.  To be considered a positive library identification, reverse fit and forward fit 
scores were required to be 90% or better. The constraint tolerances for the candidate search were 
that precursor ion mass error was required to be less than 5 ppm and the intensity threshold of 
fragments within 5%. These parameters were guided by other research relying on a suspect 
screening approach [28,114,119,120]. 
A semi-quantitative approach was taken to estimate concentrations of the three surfactant 
classes. The most prominent peak from each standard was chosen and an external calibration curve 
was produced assuming equal molar response from all homologues within each class. Matrix 
recovery estimates and relative standard deviations were also calculated from these homologues 
(SI Table 2). The relatively low recoveries for benzalkonium chlorides (BACs) and alkyl 
ethoxylates (AEOs)  may have been due high concentration of surfactants present creating an 
emulsion layer, this issue has been reported in other literature as well [66]. Regardless, the goal of 
this manuscript was to evaluate trends that remain unaffected by relative concentration as samples 
were normalized before analysis.   
 
Table A.2 Relative standard deviation between replicates and matrix recovery for targeted 
synthetic components 
Analyte 







BACs 304.2999 60.1 3.0 48 
AEOs 450.3557 58.1 5.0 4.8 












Figure A.1 Figure A1: Alkyl ethoxylates (AEOs) C-12 EO6-13 and C-13 EO6-11 throughout the 
flowback period. (a) AEO trends for each detected homolog. (b) Changes in abundance of AEO 















Figure A.2 Polyethylene glycol (PEG) PEG-EO10-14 throughout the flowback period. (a) PEG 
trends for each detected homolog. (b) Changes in abundance of PEG homologues relative to the 








Figure A.3 Benzalkonium chlorides (BACs) BAC C10 – C17 throughout the flowback period. 
(a) BAC trends for each detected homolog. (b) Changes in abundance of BAC homologues 














A.3 Criteria for reuse in hydraulic fracturing  
 
Table A.3 Maximum values with exception of pH for constituents known to interfere with the 
fracturing process. Values were obtained through personal communication and based on Global 
Laboratory Best Practices, Gold Medal Standards, and the Rockies Cementing Minimum Field 
























pH 6 to 8 Retards pump time 6 to 8 Effects hydration 
Alkalinity 
(CO32-) 
100 Decreases cement strength 300 Fluid instability, pH controlling 
issues, scaling 
Calcium 500 Increases set time 2,000 Poor crosslink and shear stability 
Chloride 7,000 Increases set time - Overcrosslinking 
Iron 300 Limits effectiveness of fluid 
loss additives 
10 Overcrosslinking, temperature 
stability 
Magnesium 300 Flash setting 2,000 Poor crosslink and shear stability 




A.4 General water quality  
 










Figure A.5 Concentration of major water chemistry ions and total dissolved solids present in 














A.5 Principal Component Analysis  
 
 
Figure A.6 Figure A6 PCA on measured variables throughout the flowback period. Three principal 
components were observed, with principal component 1 (PC1) accounting for 61% of the 
variability, while principal component 2 (PC2) and 3 (PC3) accounted for only 15% and 12% of 











A.6 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis  
 
 
Figure A.7 Hierarchical clustering of measured variables in O&G waters throughout the flowback 
period. Each row represents a measured variable and each column represents flowback day. Red 
(highly correlated) and blue (poorly correlated) shades represent compositions of each variable in 
each flowback day relative to other flowback days. 
 
Day 1 and 2 makeup cluster 1, which is characterized by highly correlated surfactants and 
metals. Unlike the PCA, where group 2 contained day 6-25, cluster 2 included day 6-16 only. This 
discrepancy is likely because the PC 1 and 2 only explains 73.3% of the variability. Cluster 3 
included day 18 to 87 and was characterized by highly correlated TDS and other variables, such 




APPENDIX B  
 SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 4 
 
B.1 Homologous Series Data 
 
Table B.1 Detected homologous series in hydraulic fracturing wastewater (HFWW) samples 
Repeating 
Unit 
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 
14.01 
 
541.3930 555.4090 569.4241 583.4394 597.4555 611.4708 625.4849 - 
14.01 409.3159 423.3312 437.3462 451.3619 465.3776 479.3933 493.4083 - 
14.01 497.3674 511.3831 525.3982 539.4135 553.4296 567.4451 581.4596 - 
14.01 673.4719 687.4875 701.5037 715.5213 729.5334 743.5485 757.5623 - 
14.01 559.4232 573.4388 587.4541 601.4688 615.4858 - - - 
14.01 415.2543 429.2699 443.2848 457.3003 471.3160 - - - 
14.01 454.3726 468.3880 482.4042 496.4197 510.4344 - - - 
14.01 410.3469 424.3625 438.3786 452.3934 466.4089 - - - 
14.01 393.2096 407.2248 421.2408 435.2565 449.2720 - - - 
14.01 344.2285 358.2437 372.2596 386.2752 400.2907 - - - 
14.01 349.1840 363.1999 377.2145 391.2304 405.2463 - - - 
14.01 327.2019 341.2169 355.2327 369.2488 383.2642 - - - 
14.01 388.2546 402.2688 416.2854 430.3012 444.3169 - - - 
14.01 300.2021 314.2172 328.2330 342.2489 356.2643 - - - 
14.01 306.1607 320.1764 334.1915 348.2081 362.2234 - - - 
14.01 283.1755 297.1906 311.2061 325.2225 339.2380 - - - 
14.01 256.1759 270.1906 284.2059 298.2219 312.2379 326.2535 - - 
14.01 239.1488 253.1641 267.1800 281.1954 295.2115 309.2271 - - 
14.01 585.4194 599.4350 613.4501 627.4654 641.4816 655.4967 669.5111 - 
14.01 453.3417 467.3572 481.3722 495.3880 509.4035 523.4193 537.4340 - 
14.01 365.2899 379.3055 393.3203 407.3365 421.3520 435.3669 449.3817 - 
14.01 456.3468 470.3677 484.3831 498.3985 512.4144 526.4297 - - 
14.01 290.2848 304.3004 318.3161 332.3317 346.3474 360.3630 - - 
14.01 629.4455 643.4609 657.4770 671.4918 685.5078 699.5226 713.5382 - 
14.01 776.5740 732.5475 688.5215 644.4952 600.4686 556.4422 - - 
14.01 658.5106 614.4843 570.4582 526.4318 482.4055 - - - 
14.01 690.4965 704.5117 718.5280 732.5416 746.5584 760.5753 774.5893 788.6050 
14.01 558.4185 572.4339 586.4489 600.4640 614.4803 628.4959 642.5106 656.5255 
14.01 514.3927 528.4077 542.4232 556.4387 570.4543 584.4700 598.4852 612.5010 
14.01 646.4703 660.4857 674.5019 688.5159 702.5325 716.5490 730.5638 744.5792 
14.01 602.4463 616.4623 630.4777 644.4928 658.5087 672.5243 686.5392 700.5548 
14.01 519.3480 533.3627 547.3780 561.3945 575.4093 589.4252 603.4403 617.4562 
14.01 432.2802 446.2955 460.3111 474.3271 488.3424 502.3585 - - 




Table B.1 Continued. 
Repeating 
Unit 
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 
14.01 607.3996 621.4153 635.4314 649.4453 663.4621 677.4785 691.4929 705.5074 
14.01 563.3716 577.3871 591.4023 605.4195 619.4334 633.4468 647.4625 - 
14.01 437.2356 451.2508 465.2667 479.2822 493.2980 - - - 
14.01 371.2271 385.2431 399.2584 413.2747 427.2900 - - - 
14.01 305.1570 319.1723 333.1879 347.2041 361.2196 - - - 
14.01 261.1309 275.1466 289.1627 303.1781 317.1940 331.2092 - - 
14.01 717.4967 731.5111 745.5275 759.5422 773.5578 787.5749 801.5871 - 
14.01 761.5328 775.5497 789.5609 803.5713 817.5870 831.6025 845.6174 - 
14.01 490.3210 504.3365 518.3518 532.3671 546.3921 - - - 
14.01 686.9812 700.9957 715.0118 729.0264 743.0379 - - - 
14.01 481.2629 495.2783 509.2945 523.3097 537.3258 - - - 
14.01 476.3077 490.3287 504.3428 518.3545 532.3710 - - - 
14.01 459.2790 473.2943 487.3108 501.3262 515.3418 - - - 
28.03 494.5648 508.5786 522.5962 536.6112 550.6276 564.6446 578.6577 - 
44.03 585.4194 643.4605 701.5037 759.5444 817.5858 875.6262 933.6668 - 
44.03 453.3415 511.3831 569.4241 627.4654 685.5075 743.5485 801.5894 - 
44.03 197.1143 285.1667 373.2188 461.2716 549.3235 637.3771 - - 
44.03 499.4028 557.4435 615.4858 673.5259 731.5673 - - - 
44.03 327.2019 385.2428 443.2848 501.3272 559.3686 - - - 
44.03 283.1755 341.2169 399.2586 457.3003 515.3425 - - - 
44.03 300.2021 358.2437 416.2854 474.3272 532.3692 - - - 
44.03 324.2380 382.2809 440.3212 498.3633 556.4056 - - - 
44.03 305.1575 363.1999 421.2408 479.2823 537.3243 - - - 
44.03 261.1312 319.1732 377.2145 435.2565 493.2983 - - - 
44.03 239.1488 297.1906 355.2327 413.2750 471.3160 - - - 
44.03 454.3726 512.4142 570.4557 628.4969 686.5376 744.5790 - - 
44.03 410.3469 468.3880 526.4301 584.4713 642.5118 700.5536 - - 
44.03 366.3210 424.3625 482.4042 540.4456 598.4861 656.5274 - - 
44.03 334.2599 392.3013 450.3420 508.3846 566.4263 624.4678 - - 
44.03 409.3159 467.3571 525.3982 583.4394 641.4816 699.5225 757.5623 - 
44.03 529.3735 573.3997 617.4259 661.4521 705.4784 - - - 
44.03 344.2279 388.2541 432.2803 476.3065 520.3328 564.3590 - - 
58.04 558.4208 616.4621 674.5032 732.5432 790.5864 848.6288 906.6709 964.7110 
58.04 514.3950 572.4359 630.4776 688.5192 746.5600 804.6035 862.6443 920.6862 
58.04 426.3411 484.3822 542.4228 600.4640 658.5058 716.5476 774.5877 832.6293 
58.04 497.3670 555.4087 613.4505 671.4918 729.5337 787.5739 845.6150 - 
58.04 470.3679 528.4097 586.4511 644.4928 702.5344 760.5769 818.6181 876.6582 
58.04 646.4721 704.5138 762.5548 820.5961 878.6389 936.6798 994.7201 - 
58.04 602.4459 660.4873 718.5293 776.5701 834.6130 892.6534 950.6956 - 
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Table B.1 Continued. 
Repeating 
Unit 
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 
58.04 382.3152 440.3562 498.3978 556.4387 614.4803 672.5217 730.5620 788.6035 
58.04 233.2098 291.2521 349.2935 407.3360 465.3770 523.4180 581.4600 - 
58.04 256.1756 314.2181 372.2606 430.3020 488.3439 546.3942 - - 
58.04 475.3234 533.3648 591.4064 649.4481 707.4898 765.5322 823.5731 881.6150 
58.04 519.3474 577.3888 635.4314 693.4714 751.5139 809.5565 867.5963 925.6386 
58.04 629.4441 687.4855 745.5275 803.5694 861.6112 919.6540 977.6944 - 
58.04 541.3915 599.4334 657.4753 715.5152 773.5578 831.6000 889.6412 - 
58.04 431.2951 489.3374 547.3789 605.4198 663.4621 721.5044 779.5439 837.5857 
58.04 387.2690 445.3117 503.3521 561.3942 619.4362 677.4785 735.5187 793.5600 
58.04 344.2289 402.2701 460.3119 518.3539 576.3956 - - - 
58.04 457.3260 515.3676 573.4089 631.4510 689.4928 - - - 
58.04 388.2554 446.2973 504.3396 562.3811 620.4224 - - - 
58.04 377.3017 435.3442 493.3858 551.4280 609.4697 667.5122 - - 
58.04 349.1844 407.2256 465.2674 523.3087 581.3507 - - - 
58.04 371.2275 429.2697 487.3105 545.3522 603.3941 - - - 
88.05 273.1681 361.2206 449.2732 537.3258 625.3785 713.4306 - - 
88.05 375.2354 463.2876 551.3397 639.3922 727.4446 - - - 
88.05 251.1855 339.2384 427.2909 515.3429 603.3953 691.4481 - - 
88.05 326.2535 414.3061 502.3586 590.4111 678.4631 - - - 
88.05 295.2115 383.2642 471.3160 559.3686 647.4211 - - - 
88.05 268.2113 356.2643 444.3169 532.3692 620.4220 708.4742 796.5262 - 
88.05 312.2379 400.2907 488.3428 576.3953 664.4479 752.4996 - - 
88.05 310.2232 398.2760 486.3278 574.3796 662.4328 750.4852 - - 
88.05 266.1957 354.2491 442.3013 530.3533 618.4062 706.4577 - - 
88.05 370.2799 458.3325 546.3843 634.4360 722.4884 810.5419 - - 
88.05 317.1933 405.2459 493.2980 581.3505 669.4020 - - - 
88.05 310.2303 398.2832 486.3349 574.3868 662.4392 750.4933 - - 
88.05 294.2279 396.2965 498.3644 600.4317 702.4999 - - - 
88.05 354.2570 442.3092 530.3616 618.4147 706.4684 - - - 
88.05 296.2145 384.2672 472.3191 560.3715 648.4237 - - - 
88.05 456.3171 544.3693 632.4211 720.4737 808.5259 - - - 
88.05 324.2377 412.2912 500.3432 588.3955 676.4473 - - - 
102.07 514.3940 616.4613 718.5285 820.5957 922.6630 1024.7288 1126.8044 - 
102.07 321.2638 423.3310 525.3982 627.4654 729.5331 831.6012 933.6668 - 
102.07 453.3417 555.4090 657.4768 759.5444 861.6127 963.6801 - - 
102.07 409.3159 511.3831 613.4502 715.5213 817.5858 919.6525 1021.7197 - 
102.07 470.3677 572.4349 674.5030 776.5701 878.6389 980.7057 1082.7773 - 
102.07 426.3405 528.4082 630.4762 732.5416 834.6105 936.6783 1038.7456 - 
102.07 382.3144 484.3823 586.4495 688.5159 790.5841 892.6526 994.7198 - 
102.07 338.2895 440.3573 542.4251 644.4928 746.5609 848.6290 950.6973 - 
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Table B.1 Continued. 
Repeating 
Unit 
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 
102.07 387.2709 489.3391 591.4064 693.4738 795.5427 897.6104 999.6783 - 
102.07 343.2422 445.3089 547.3766 649.4436 751.5119 853.5798 955.6474 1057.7142 
102.07 357.2589 459.3263 561.3942 663.4621 765.5305 867.5963 969.6636 - 
102.07 294.2630 396.3307 498.3978 600.4640 702.5315 804.5989 906.6663 - 
102.07 352.3047 454.3713 556.4387 658.5058 760.5737 862.6403 964.7053 - 
102.07 247.2261 349.2941 451.3619 553.4297 655.4978 757.5647 - - 
102.07 291.2521 393.3195 495.3864 597.4541 699.5221 801.5871 - - 
102.07 305.2685 407.3365 509.4035 611.4708 713.5368 - - - 
102.07 410.3469 512.4142 614.4818 716.5489 818.6156 920.6816 - - 
102.07 366.3210 468.3880 570.4557 672.5228 774.5897 876.6554 - - 
102.07 335.2791 437.3462 539.4135 641.4816 743.5485 845.6134 - - 
102.07 322.2948 424.3625 526.4301 628.4969 730.5633 832.6314 - - 
102.07 277.2376 379.3055 481.3722 583.4394 685.5075 787.5751 889.6416 - 
102.07 280.2113 412.2923 544.3713 676.4515 808.5298 - - - 
102.07 497.3655 599.4334 701.5018 803.5682 905.6399 - - - 
102.07 250.2011 352.2689 454.3366 556.4050 658.4730 - - - 
102.07 401.2878 503.3521 605.4198 707.4877 809.5565 911.6224 1013.6900 - 
102.07 365.2882 467.3558 569.4233 671.4903 773.5578 875.6272 977.6950 - 
146.09 352.3047 498.3978 644.4894 790.5829 936.6759 1082.7694 - - 
146.09 338.2907 484.3841 630.4776 776.5711 922.6643 1068.7599 - - 
146.09 357.2600 503.3520 649.4447 795.5385 941.6318 1087.7265 - - 
146.09 401.2878 547.3789 693.4714 839.5662 985.6593 1131.7522 - - 
146.09 454.3726 600.4659 746.5598 892.6529 1038.7461 - - - 
146.09 291.2521 437.3456 583.4386 729.5322 875.6272 1021.7192 - - 
146.09 379.3055 525.3982 671.4915 817.5858 963.6801 - - - 
146.09 382.3164 528.4093 674.5026 820.5957 966.6886 - - - 
146.09 410.3469 556.4401 702.5336 848.6275 994.7191 - - - 
146.09 366.3210 512.4142 658.5076 804.6014 950.6938 - - - 
146.09 349.2947 495.3880 641.4816 787.5751 933.6668 - - - 
146.09 322.2948 468.3880 614.4818 760.5749 906.6682 - - - 
146.09 396.3313 542.4239 688.5159 834.6105 980.7040 1126.7986 - - 
146.09 261.2421 407.3365 553.4296 699.5225 845.6134 - - - 
146.09 415.3022 561.3942 707.4881 853.5824 999.6757 - - - 
146.09 440.3566 586.4495 732.5416 878.6364 1024.7304 - - - 
146.09 459.3263 605.4198 751.5139 897.6077 1043.7007 - - - 
146.09 335.2781 481.3718 627.4644 773.5578 919.6540 - - - 
146.09 247.2259 393.3195 539.4129 685.5060 831.6000 977.6944 - - 
146.09 321.2627 467.3572 613.4511 759.5450 905.6416 - - - 
190.12 734.5248 748.5397 762.5552 776.5711 790.5864 804.6034 818.6184 832.6331 
190.12 778.5510 792.5658 806.5805 820.5963 834.6121 848.6288 862.6443 876.6590 
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Table B.1 Continued. 
Repeating 
Unit 
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 
190.12 371.2760 561.3951 751.5151 941.6332 1131.7504 - - - 
190.12 322.2948 512.4142 702.5336 892.6529 1082.7710 - - - 
190.12 366.3210 556.4401 746.5598 936.6780 1126.8044 - - - 
190.12 415.3022 605.4198 795.5395 985.6593 1175.7802 - - - 
190.12 261.2423 451.3625 641.4816 831.6028 1021.7228 - - - 
























B.2 New surfactants  
 




Accurate Mass (Da) Error (ppm) Error (mDa) 
NPEO3 353.2687 353.2687 0.0 0.0 
NPEO4 397.2949 397.2947 -0.6 -0.2 
NPEO5 441.3211 441.3204 -1.7 -0.7 
NPEO6 485.3473 485.3461 -2.5 -1.2 
NPEO7 529.3735 529.3720 -2.9 -1.5 
NPEO8 573.3998 573.3985 -2.2 -1.3 
NPEO9 617.426 617.4241 -3.0 -1.8 
NPEO10 661.4522 661.4500 -3.3 -2.2 
NPEO11 705.4784 705.4765 -2.8 -2.0 
NPEO12 749.5046 749.5028 -2.4 -1.8 
NPEO13 793.5308 793.5293 -2.0 -1.6 
NPEO14 837.5571 837.5550 -2.5 -2.1 
NPEO15 881.5833 881.5813 -2.3 -2.0 
NPEO16 925.6095 925.6075 -2.2 -2.0 
NPEO17 969.6357 969.6348 -0.9 -0.9 
DADMAC C10:C10 326.3759 326.3778 5.9 1.9 
DADMAC C14:C14 438.5017 438.5018 0.1 0.1 
DADMAC C14:C16 466.5360 466.5334 -5.6 -2.6 
DADMAC C16:C16 494.5659 494.5651 -1.6 -0.8 
DADMAC C16:C18 522.5952 522.5953 0.2 0.1 
DADMAC C18:C18 550.6286 550.6273 -2.3 -1.3 
DADMAC C18:C20 578.6620 578.6582 -6.6 -3.8 
ATMAC C12 228.2686 228.2685 -0.33 -0.1 
ATMAC C14 256.2999 256.2992 -2.75 -0.7 
ATMAC C16 284.3312 284.3311 -0.4 -0.1 
ATMAC C18 312.3625 312.3626 0.46 0.1 
ATMAC C20 340.3935 340.3949 3.3 1.4 
ADMAC 8 158.1905 158.19 -3.4 -0.5 
ADMAC 10 186.2217 186.2215 -1.2 -0.2 
ADMAC 14 242.2843 242.2842 -0.4 -0.1 
ADMAC 16 270.3156 270.3151 -1.9 -0.5 











B.3 High resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) data for new classes 
 
 
Figure B.1 Example of nonylphenol ethoxylates (NPEOs) in hydraulic fracturing wastewaters 







Figure B.2 Example of dialkyldimethylammonium (DADMAC) in hydraulic fracturing 







Figure B.3 Example of alkyltrimethylammonium compounds (ATMACs) in hydraulic fracturing 








Figure B.4 Example of alkyldiethylammonium compounds (ADMACs) in hydraulic fracturing 





APPENDIX C  
 
 SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 5 
 
C.1 Soil Column information 
 
Figure C.1 Soil column experimental design 
 
The soil organic matter (SOM) and soil organic carbon (SOC) content were calculated following 
the method outlined in Wang et al. 2012.[247] The saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) was 
calculated using a falling head test following the method outline in Urlich et al. 2015.[248]. The 
sodium adsorption ratio (SAR) and cation exchange capacity (CEC) were calculated following the 
method outlined in Norrström and Bergstedt (2001).[241]   
 
Table C.1 Soil Characteristics. 
Soil Property Value 
Texture Loam 
Hydrologic Soil Group D 
Sand/Silt/Clay (%) 39/35/26 
Porosity (%) 57 
Ksat (cm/day) 300 
SOC (g/kg) 8.2 
SOM (g/kg) 18.8 
SAR 1.35 







  Table C.2 Initial hydraulic fracturing wastewater (HFWW) concentrations.   
Parameter Detection Limit (mg/L) HFWW (mg/L) 
DOC - 261 
Cl- 0.100 3820 
Br- 0.100 5.45 
NO3- 0.100 BDL 
SO42- 1.00 429 
Al 0.001 BDL 
As 0.005 BDL 
B 0.004 6.43 
Ba 0.007 0.310 
Be 0.000 BDL 
Ca 0.000 105.00 
Cd 0.005 BDL 
Co 0.000 0.004 
Cr 0.000 0.030 
Cu 0.000 0.020 
Fe 0.000 22.1 
K 0.000 43.3 
Li 0.040 1.42 
Mg 0.000 51.30 
Mn 0.001 1.03 
Mo 0.001 0.040 
Na 0.000 2440 
Ni 0.007 BDL 
P 0.000 0.260 
Pb 0.008 BDL 
S 0.002 136 
Sb 0.001 BDL 
Se 0.006 BDL 
Si 0.006 5.37 
Sn 0.000 BDL 
Sr 0.011 1.52 
Ti 0.001 BDL 
Tl 0.0001 BDL 
V 0.003 BDL 
Zn 0.000 0.720 
PEGs 0.480 16.0 
AEOs 0.048 0.300 





Table C.3 Concentrations of constituents in rainwater. 
Parameter Detection Limit (mg/L) Rain water (mg/L) 
DOC - 0 
Cl- 0.100 1.53 
Br- 0.100 BDL 
NO3- 0.100 0.450 
SO42- 1.00 0.340 
Al 0.021 BDL 
As 0.005 0.006 
B 0.046 0.057 
Ba 0.0001 0.001 
Be 0.0002 BDL 
Ca 0.006 0.141 
Cd 0.0001 BDL 
Co 0.0003 0.001 
Cr 0.0003 BDL 
Cu 0.001 BDL 
Fe 0.0003 BDL 
K 0.032 0.853 
Li 0.001 0.020 
Mg 0.0001 0.084 
Mn 0.00004 BDL 
Mo 0.001 BDL 
Na 0.135 1.30 
Ni 0.0005 BDL 
P 0.011 0.017 
Pb 0.002 0.004 
S 0.028 BDL 
Sb 0.005 BDL 
Se 0.010 BDL 
Si 0.011 0.178 
Sn 0.002 BDL 
Sr 0.0001 BDL 
Ti 0.0002 BDL 
Tl 0.002 BDL 
V 0.0008 BDL 
Zn 0.0003 0.016 
PEGs 0.480 BDL 
AEOs 0.048 BDL 





Table C.4 Acid extractable metal and other cation concentrations 
in soil. 









































C.2 General Water Quality  
 
 
Figure C.2 Monotonic decay trend for major cations in HFWW spill columns after the spill event 








Figure C.3 Monotonic decay trend for major anions in spill columns. 
 
Ratios of the major cations, sodium, calcium, and magnesium and potassium showed similar 
results on rain event 1 to chloride (SI Figure S4). In the experimental columns, sodium, calcium, 
and the sum of magnesium and potassium accounted for 44%, 42%, and 14% of the total 
concentration of major cations, respectively (~100% in total). As rain events continued, these 
contributions changed, with sodium having a greater influence on the spill columns and calcium 
on control columns with final contributions of 59%, 26%, and 15% for sodium, calcium, and the 






Figure C.4 Soil column ternary plot (red dots represent spill column, black dots represent control 
columns) a. major cations b. major anions 
 
C.3 Identification of Unknown Features in Leachate Samples  
 
Identification of formulas and potential structures was performed using MetFrag and 
Masterview (Framingham, MA) software (Table S5). A proposed structure was identified using 
MetFrag software based on the selected features, exact mass, and fragmentation data identified in 
MS/MS experiments.[249] Candidate structures were selected based on in silico fragmentation and 
screened against KEGG, PubChem, and ChemSpider compound databases.[249] Potential 
candidates were restricted to compounds containing only the elements CHNOPS, as these are 
commonly occurring in natural products. Potential structures were only considered if 90% of the 
total fragment intensity could be explained by MasterView and MetFrag in silico fragmentation. 
The confidence of these identifications was assigned using the methods proposed by Schymanski 
et al. 2014.[208] Two of the eight features reached a Level 3 with a proposed structure. Two 
features reached a Level 4, having a unique formula based on accurate mass and isotopic data. The 
remaining four features were a Level 5, which signify molecular formula and masses of interest. 
Further identification of Level 4 and 5 compounds was limited by poor fragmentation data and 
limited sample volume. It should be noted that all proposed structures are speculative and 
additional mass spectral studies are needed. However, based on the exact masses and 
fragmentation data (when available) these compounds were not present in the HFWW, nor do they 
appear to be transformation products of surfactants. Instead, it is more likely these features were 
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transformation products of organic compounds present in the HFWW that are not related to the 
surfactants or were in the soil and were mobilized by the high ionic strength of the HFFW. Hence, 
further identification was outside the scope of this study.  
Table C.5 High resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) nontarget features with higher statistically 
significant (p < 0.05) intensities in spill columns based on t-test results. 






R3a 450.2917 32.0 C33H37O 1.2 NA - 4 





































C.4 Metal Mobilization 
 
 
Figure C.5 Metal effluent concentration summary for hydraulic fracturing wastewater (HFWW) 
spill, sodium chloride (NaCl) and the average of the control columns. a. aluminum concentration 
(µg/L) b. copper concentration (µg/L) c. iron concentration (µg/L) d. lead concentration (µg/L) e. 
Manganese concentration (µg/L). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
